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REPORT No. 128. 

DIRECTION INSTRUMENTS. 

P ART 1. 

INCLINOMETERS AND BANKING INDICATORS. 

By W. . FRANKLIN and M. H. STILLMAN. 

INTROD UCTION. 

This report i Section IV of a eries of reports on aeronautic in truments (Technical Reports 
No. 125 to 132 inclusive) prepared by the Aeronautic Instruments Section of the Bureau of 

tandards under research authorization formulated and recommended by the ubcommittee 
on aerodynamics and approved by the ational \.dvisory Committee for Aeronautic. Much 
of the material contained in tbis report was made available through the cooperation of the 
War and Navy Departments. 

SUMMARY. 

This part points out the adequacy of a consideration of the teady tate of gyroscopic 
motion a a basis for the discussion of displacement of a gyroscope mounted on an airplane, 
and de,elops the simple theory on thi basi. 

The principal type of gyroscopic inclinometers and tabilizer are briefly de cribed and 
performance requirement stated. Experimental re ults are gi,en for two of the pinning top 
inclinometers inve tigated. 

The various liquid and mechanical inclinometer are then described, including ne,\- develop
ments, and the chief characteri tics to be determined by laboratory te ts are eli cussed. 

Part I concludes with a brief account of the po. ibilitie offered by the earth inductor and 
other methods for the mea urement of aircraft inclination without gyro cope. 

1. PRI CIPLES OF GYRO COPIC I ' CLI OMETERS. 

Tn the follo,ving eli cus ion the normal position of the gyro axis is assumed to be vertical, 
and the terms true zenith, pendulum zenith, and gyro zenith refer re pectively to the points on the 
celestial phere where the true ,ertical cut the ph ere, where a pendulum would cut the sphere, 
and where the gyro Su'\:i vut the phere. 

The utility of the gyro cope a an inclinometer or stabilizer i due to the fact that a very 
considerable torque mu t act on a pinning gyro for a con iderable time to produce an appre
ciable displacement of the gyro axis from its normal position. 

Proposition (the steady state).-Tbe effect of any torque on an airplane gyro may be deter
mined with sufficient accuracy for all practical purpo e without considering the delay in the 
e tabli hment of the steady preces ion corre ponding to the torque, or, in other word , by as
sUlning that the gyro i at all times in what i called the teady state. Thi propo ition i of 
great importance, and it i valid chiefly becau e the prece ion i alw'ays very low, not becau e 
the disturbing torque change lowly. 

Righting torque.- I n every ca e, what we will call a " righting torque" mu t be provided for 
to bring the gyro axi back to its normal direction after it had been di placed therefrom. This 
righting torque cause the gyro zenith to prece s toward the pendulem zenith. and it is in general 
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a definite function 1 of the angle 1> between the gyro zenith and the pendulum zenith. nder 
these conditions the "righting torque" carries the gyro zenith away from the true zenith while 
the pendulum zenith is displaced during a bank. Righting torque is due to pivot friction in 
the case of the simple spinning top, and in the ca e of the gyro which is upported by and driven 
through a universal joint the righting torque is due in part to the rocking friction in the cross~ 
pins of the universal joint and in part to the driving torque. 

Gravity torque. - When the center of mass of the gyro is not coincident with the point of 
support, the force of gravity produces a torque action on the gJI·o when the gyro axi is inclined. 
This torque is neglected in the following eli cussion becau e the following di cus ion applies to a 
gyro which is always very nearly balanced and of which the axis of spin is alway very nearly 
vertical. 

Torque due to horizontal acceleration of the airplane. Oentrifugal torque.-When the center 
of mas of the gJI'o is above or below the point of support the inertia reaction of the supported 
gJI'O causes a torque action about a horizontal axis when the airplane has a horizontal accelera
tion, and the expression for this torque action is well known. 

Error of gyro zenith developed by the righting torque.-While the airplane is performing any 
maneuver the pendulum zenith de cr·ibes a definite path on the celestial sphere and the righting 
torque cau e the gyro zenith to follow the pendulum zenith in a curve of pursuit; that is to say, 
t.he gyro zenith is being carried toward the pendulum zenith at each instant by the righting 
torque at a rate which is ea ily expressed in terms of the righting torque and the angular momen
tum of the gJI'o. Therefore, if the righting torque is a known function of the angle 1> between the 
gyro zenith and the pendulum zenith, it i evidently possible to calculate the movement of the 
gyro zenith during any specified movement of the pendulum zenith, u ing tep-by-step integra
tion. The following very simple case, however, covers the ground sufficiently for most practical 
purpose: 

The gJI'O zenith G may be a sumed to be always very near the true zenith Z as shown in 
Figures 1 and 2. Then while the airplane is banking through any fraction of a circle, the pen-

dulum zenith P will describe the same fraction of a circle PP' 
I P (a mall circle on the cele tial sphere) whose angular radius 1> is 
I 

: the angular displacement of tbe pendulum due to centrifugal 
! ¢ action in the banking airplane, and the gyro zenith G will 
: describe approximately the ame fraction GG' of a much smaller 
: circle. In thi statement the rate of prece sion p of the gyro is 

P' ____ P ______ pZ.6~: assumed to be constant, because 1> is sensibly constant and 
" 0 consequently the righting torque which produces p is constant. 

FIG. I.-Effect of righting torque in dis· It is evident, therefore, that the ma..'(imum di placement of the 
pJacing gyro zenith. gyro zenith by the righting torque during banking will be 

produced by a half-circle bank, in which case PP' and GG' are semicircle as indicated in 
Figure 2. 

To calculate the displacement GG' of the gyro zenith which is produced by the righting 
torque during a half-circle bank of the airplane in a circle of radius R at velocity V, we must 

know, by test, the value of the righting torque which corresponds to the angle 1>= tan-eX;). 

Let us represent this torque by T Then the rate of precession p in Figure 2 is p = T/wK, 
where wK is the angular momentum of the spinning gyro. Multiplying p by the time of a 
half-circle bank, namely, 7rR/V, we get the length of the semicircle GG' in radians, and multi
plying this by 2/7r we get the arc GG' in radians. Therefore 

Displacement of gJI'O zenith by righting torque during a half-circle bank=GG'= :i~ 
This calculation can be easily modified so as to give the displacement GG' in Figure 1 due to 

bank in any fraction of a circle. 

I In the Gray gyro the righting torque can he reduced to zero at any time, whatever the value of </> may he, and to this extent the righting torque 
in the Gray gyro is not a definite function of </>. 
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It mu t be remembered that the above equation is an approximate equation and is true 
only when the di placement GG' is small. In particular GG' doe not increa e indefinitely 
with R as the equation would eem to indicate. In fact, if we a sume the righting torque to 
remain finite when cp is very mail, the gyro zenith would catch up and remain coincident'iDth 
the pendulum zenith if the radiu of the banking circle is so larO'e 
that the speed of the pendulum zenith along the semicircle PP' i 
Ie s than the speed of the gyro zenith p. 

In many case the righting torque is pretty nearly independ
ent of cp, as, for example, in the gyro which is supported and 
driven by a univer al joint. In such a ca e the rate of travel p i 
nearly independent of cp and the maximum di placement GG' in 
Figure 2 depends only on the time required for the emicircular bank 
and is proportional thereto. 

Error of gyro zenith developed by centrifugal torque.-Here 
again the gyro zenith travels in a kind of curve of pursuit 
a the pendulum zenith describe a curve on the celestial sphere, 
but with this difference, namely, that G travel at each instant 
in a direction at right angle to the line GP (ee fig. 3). In 
this ca e al 0 the total displacement of the gyro zenith during 
any prescrib d maneuver could be found by stepwise integration, 
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but the following very imple case covers the ground ufficiently FIG. 2 .-Ma~imum displacement of 
gyro zenith by rigbting torque. 

for mo t practical purposes. 
During a half-circle bank of the airplane the pendulum zenith traces the semicircle PP' 

(fig. 3), who e radius is the banking angle cp. To calculate the di placement GG' of the gyro 

zenith in Figure 3, we calculate the value of the centrifugal torque, namely j;'mx, where V is 

the velocity of the airplane, R i the radiu of the banking circle, m is the ma s of the gyro 

P' 6 6 ' ¢ 
ZX K,--Z---------------
pr~ 

and tabilized tructure and x i the di -
tance of the center of mas of gyro and sta
bilized structure above or below the point of 
support. men O'yro and tabilized truc
ture are mounted separately and linked 
toO'ether thi torque i the algebraic um of 
the centrifuO'al torque exerted on them 
individually. Dividing this torque by w K 
"-e get the rate of precession p; multiply p 

p by the time of the half-circle bank we get 
the length of th semicircle GG' in radians; 
and multiplying this by 2/7[' we get the 

FIG. 3.-EiIect of centrifugal torque. diameter GG' in radian. Therefore, 

. ., d' h If . I b k GG' 2 rmx DIsplacement of gyro axI by centnfugal torque UrIng a a -01rc e an - = = wK 

This calculation can be ea ily modified 0 a to give the di placement of the gyro axi by 
centrifugal torque during a bank in any fraction of a circle. 

It is to be noted that the displacement of O'y1'O zenith by righting torque during a half
circle bank is alway in the direction in which the airplane travel before the bank, as may be 
seen from Figure 2; "here a the displacement of the gyro zenith by centrifugal torque during a 
half-circle bank i to right or left mth reference to direction of traV"el of the airplane before the 
bank. Figure 3 shows the di placement to the right. The di placement of gyro zenith by the 
combined action of righting torque and centrifugal torque i to be found by uperpo ition, and 
it is numerically equal to the square root of the urn of the quare of the eparate di placement . 

The di placement of gyro zenith at tarting of an airplane is v ry imilar to di placement 
by centrifugal action. It may be either to right or lef with reference to the pilot. 
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Proposition ( tability of gyro zenith) .- Leaving out of account, for the moment, the effects 
of centrifugal torque and the effect of the earth's rotation, it may be tated that the u tmo t 
degree of stability (:li.-x.ity) of gyro zenith depends solely upon mallness of righting torque 
(smallness of peed of pursuit p in figs. 1 and 2) . The slower the peed of pursuit the Ie 
the gyro zenith will ever depart from the mean position of the pendulum zenith. 

Therefore the design of a gyro to give a fixed zenith to any de ired degree of accuracy de
pend upon the reduction of centrifugal torque, and it is bound up with the que tion of the 
rotation of the earth, and the latter, only, is erious becau e the centrifugal torque can be prac
tically eliminated by careful balancing of the gyro and tabilized tructme. 

Influence of arth's rotation.- The true zenith travels to the east at 45° North latitude at a 
peed of abou t 10° per hour, and a stable-zenith gyro mu t follow the true zenith with negligible 

lag. 
Ordinarily the righting torque i the only thing available for carrying the gYTO zenith for

ward with the true zenith, and, if the righting torque i a vanishing function of ¢ (becoming 
zero when the angle ¢ is zero) we face a dilemma, either (a) enough lag must be allowed to de
velop to give a righting torque sufficient to carry the gyro zenith forward at a speed of 10° per 
hour, or (b) the righting torque corresponding to a very small alue of ¢ must be large enough 
to carry the gyro zenith fonvard. I n the first ca e a very large zenith error will soon develop 
due to the earth' rotation, and in the latter case very large displacements of gyro zenith will 
be produced by the righting torque during a maneuver of the airplane ( ee figs. 1 and 2) . 
Under concei,able conditions the lag error under case a might be sufficiently constant to be 
allo\\-ed for a a correction; but, in thc second case, no allowance correction would be possible 
because irregular flight is unavoidable. Thi dilemma does not arise in the case of the gyro 
which is supported upon and driven by a universal joint if the gyro is mounted on a nonoscillating 
base because the righting torque of this gyro is not a vanishing function of ¢, and becau e the 
nearly constant value of the righting torque in this gyro may be ufficient to carry the gyro 
zenith forward 10° per hom and yet be mall enough to displace gyro zenith only e small fraction 
of a degree in a hort-radius bank. Thi ,aluable characteristic of thi gyro di appears, how
ever, when it is mounted on an oscillating ba e a it must be on an airplane or on board ship . 
Therefore in practice we must de ign a gyro so that its lag behind the earth's rotation will be 
constant, or we mu t compen ate for the earth' rotation, and the former is undoubtedly 
impracticable. 

Compensation for the earth's 1'0tation.- To compen ate for the earth's rotation i to pro,ide 
a con tant torque which acts on the gyro about an ea t-west axi , and thus carries the gyro 

• zenith eastward (by prece sion) at a constant angular speed, with arrangements for adju ting 
this torque or altering the speed of re-volution of tbe gyro. This adju tment is necessary not 
only to adapt the compensation for a gi-ven latitude bu t also to change the compensation for 
change of latitud. To provide for a torque about an east-we taxi mean ,of course, a compass 
of ome kind to denne the east-we t direction. 

Yery imple con ideration lead to the conclusion that no single combination of gyro can 
be de,i ed which will inherently compen ate for the earth's rotation , for, in the first place, any 
gyro or combination of gyros must ha,e a very considerable resultant angular momentum if the 
gyro or y tem of o-yro i to be di placed to a negligible extent by unavoidable di tmbing 
torque, and in the econd place a gyro or y tem of gyros with a large resultant angular momen
tum must be acted on by an out ide torque about an ea t-we t axis to make the momentum 
axis follow the plumb line. 

Hanel-controlled compensation.- If a gyro stabilizer is to be u ed for bomb sight on a large 
airplane one of the crew could, during the major part of the journey to the objective, devote 
him elf to a hand-controlled compen ator for the gyro tabilizer, and be relieved for other duty 
very shortly before the bomb dropping i to be done. It i very easy to provide a torque of the 
correct -value by hanging a weight on an arm attached to the stabilized structure so as to give 
the de ired gra,ity torque, and the helper could watch a good magnetic compass and keep this 
arm north or outh. If the arm could be thus held so that its mean po ition is within 1 ° of 
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geographical north or south, then about 59/60 of the effect of the earth's rotation would be 
compen ated. It might seem that under the specified conditions all but about l i5000 of the 
effect of the earth's rotation would be compen ated, but the lack of complete compen ation 
would show itself as a northward or southward di placement of the gyro zenith. 

Automatic compensation.-On board a hip which i equipped with a gyro rna ter-compass 
the turning of the above-mentioned arm could be done automatically. 

Displacement of gyro zenith due to rolling and pitching 0 cillations of the airplane.-An approxi
mate calculation of these displacements is very ea y and, no doubt, sufficiently accurate for all 
practical purpose inasmuch as this calculation would be alway made to show that these dis
placement~ would be negligible. 

Of CoUl e rolling and pitching oscillation~ involve certain amounts of fore-and-aft and 
athwartship accelerations, and therefore lead to disturbing torques when the center of mass of 
the stabilized tructure i above or below the point of upport. The effect of these torque are, 
however, negligible if the tabilizecl structure ha been balanced with moderate care. 

The chief di placement of the gyro zenith due to pitching or rolling 0 cillations is that 
which grow out of the righting torque, and a very rough but really adequate calculation of this 
displacement may be made as in the following example. uppo e that the half-period of the 
rolling oscillations is t econd, and that the half-amplitude is aO. Knowing the value of the 
righting torque for c/J=ao, we maya ume that thi value of righting torque acts constantly but 
in revel e directions during ucce ive half-o cillation. Then the range of the to and fro 
movement (athwartship) of the gyro zenith must be Ie than the product pt, where p i the 
precession rate corresponding to the above-mentioned value of righting torqu~. 

2. BERA VIOR OF A SPI I G TOP 0 A AIRPLA E. 

On account of the popularity of he pinning top inclinometer with the French Air ervice, 
the question of it adoption for American production came up and led to a detailed study of the 
behavior of a spinning top in an airplane. 

The complete formulation of the motion of a pinning top on an airplane is complicated by 
two effects which are ordinarily negligible, a follow : 

1. When a force act on a body the acceleration which corre pond to the force begins 
imultaneou ly with the force without any time lag, and when the force cea e the acceleration 

cease . There i no momentum effe t as 0 iated with translatory acceleration. On the other 
hand, when a torque acts on a spinning top or gyro, axi of torque not parallel to axi of already 
existing spin, the angular acceleration which is produced how it elf a a precession, there i a 
certain amount of angular momentum a socia ted with thi prece ion, and therefore orne time 
i required for a preces ion to be e tabli hed after a torque begin to act, and a prece ion does 
not cease in tantly when the torque cease. This lag effect i neglected in the following dis
cussion. After the prece ion corre ponding to a given torque i fully e tabli hed we have 
what is called steady gyroscopic motion, and to neglect the above lag effect is Lo assume that the 
motion of the gyro cope or top i alway in a teady tate. 

2. A pinning top which i inclined i non ymmetrical with re pect to the vertical axis of 
precession, and the prece sional motion develop what may be thought of as a torque reaction 
which very greatly complicate the equation of motion of a prece ing top . Thi effect is 
neglected in the following discu ion. 

As a matter of fact effect 1 and 2 arc negligibly mall when the rate of precession is very 
low, and the prece ion of any well-balanced gyro or top i ahyay yery low. 

Other approximations are used in the following eli cus ion but they refer so particularly 
to the arrangement of the pin nina top that they are be t explained after the arrangement of 
the top and the detail of our notation are pecified. 

Figure 4 is a top view of the cup jewel howing the pivot of the top, and the ,ector w 

repre ent , according to the u ual con,ention , the anaular veocity of the top. 
Figure 5 is a ide view of the cup jewel and pivot a een by looking in the direction of the 

arrow A in figure 4 . 
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Figure 6 i a side view of the cup jewel and pivot a seen by looking in the direction of the 
arrow B in figure 4. 

The ver tex 11 of the cup jewel is the lo"oe t point in the up with re pect to the pendulum 
vertical. 

Notation .- T he top zenith is the point where the axis of the pinning top cuts the celestial 
phere. 

I 
I 
i 
i rv '-'- '-' 

i 
i 
i 

FIG. 4.-Top view of cup jewel. 

A 

Pen dulum verlical 

Cup j ewel 

FI G. 5.-Side view- looking along A of Figure 4. 

The pendulum zenith i the point where a non-o cillating pendulum mounted on the air
plane would cut the celestial sphere. 

cJ> = angle between pendulum zenith and top zenith. 
(3 = angle who e tangent i equal to iJ. , where iJ. is the coefficient of liding friction between 

top pivot and cup jewel. 
r = radius of the spherical end of the top pivot. 

1n=mass of the top . 
[{ = momen t of inertia of the top. 
w = speed of top in radians per second. 
9 = acceleration of gravity. 
a = horizontal acceleration of th airplane. 
G= g2 +a2 

3. Occa ionally the spherical end of the pivot of the spinning top rolls round an,d round 
in the jewel cup and carrie the center of rna s of 

I 

fAm G cosfJ 

m G c os,8 

"-'. 

, Center orcurvalure the top rapidly around a small circular path but 
/1 or c upjewe/ thi condition seems to be abnormal- it occurs 

I I 
I I 

/ I- Pendulum 
C .... 4 

I f3 I 
I m G s in,8 

verticol 

Cup J ewe/ 

m G 

when the top is suddenly di turbed, and it la t 
for a short time only. Thi motion is therefore 
negliO'ible ; or , at any rate, it i neglected in this 
di cussion. 

4. The pivot of the inclined top rolls sidewise 
in the cup jewel until the down-hill component 
mG in (3 in Figure 6 is balanced by the up-hill fric
tional forc e iJ.mG co (3. This relation involve two 
approximations, namely, (a) The center of mass 
of the top travels very slowly in a very small 

FIG. 6.-S ide view-looking along B of F igure 4. 
patch so that the acceleration of the center of mass 
of the top relative to the cup jewel is negligible 

and therefore the forces which act on the top are balanced. The horizontal acceleration of 
the airplane is not neglected in thi statement because everything is referred to the pendulum 
vertical ; and (b) the slow-speed sliding of the pivot in the cup jewel due to the slow motion 
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of the pivot in tJie cup a the top prece e i negligible in comparison with the high-speed 
licling wr in 4> which is due to the pinning motion of the top. 

Righting torque.-The two equal and oppo ' ite force mG sin {3 and J.lmG co {3 in figure G 
con titute a pure torque who e ,alue i J.lmGr cos {3 and who component at right angle to 
the axis of pin of the top i J.lmGr cos {3 co 4>. Thi i the righting torque which cau es the top 
zenith to move toward the pendulum zenith. The ,alue of the rie-hting torque i given with 
ufficien t accuracy for mo t purposes by taking G = g, co {3 = 1 and cos rp = 1 which give the 

n.luc p.mgr for the righting torque. 
Motion of top zenith due to righting torque.-Thi motion may be calculated for any given 

maneunr of the airplane] or the di placement of the top zenith during any fraction of a circular 
bank of the airplane can be calculated as explained in section 1 (Principle of Gyroscopic 
Inclinometers) . 

Motion of top zenith due to centrffugal torqlle.-When the center of mass of the top is above 
or below its point of support a horizontal acceleration of the airplane cau e a torque action on 
the top and thi torque action is called cen tl'ifugal torque in eotion 1. The motion of the top 
zenith due to centrifugal torque can be calculated for any given maneuver of the airplane] or 
the displacement of the top zenith during any fraction of a circular bank of the airplane can be 
calculated a explained in ection 1 of thi paper. 

3. DE CRIPTIO r OF PECIFIC I STRUMENTS. 

SPI NI G TOPS. 

Garnier.-One of the be t known pinning top i a French type] the Garnier] hown in 
Figure 7. Thi con i t of an air-driven rotor] weight about half a pound] spinning with its 

FIG. i.-Gornier spinning top. 

steel pivot in a hemi pherieal teel cup. The ea ing i co,ered by a gia dome graduated in 
zones and great circle to how angle relative to the ,ertica!. A white pot on the top of the 
spindle] made elf-luminou for ob eITation at night. constitute the indi ating element, and 
moves about just underneath the surface of th con,ex dome. This top i driven by air jets like 
a turbine, having the appropriate blade in the form of groo,e on the rotor. The air jets are 
actuated by uction inside the ca e generated by a Yenturi tube mounted outside the fu elage 
in the air stream. 

A characteristic ource of error in thi de iO"n i the di tmbing torque produced by the air 
jets whenever the axi of rotation is di placed from the axi of ymmetry of the ca ing. 

Hebrard.- Thi in trun1en t, aloof French con truction] i omewha t imilar to the Garnier] 
bu t larger] more ub tantially con tructed, havine- a sliO"htly greater range of angular deflection] 
and driven in a different manner. In tead of hanng an air-dri\Te, the Hebrard in trument is 
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mechanically driven through a univer al joint in the bottom of the ca ing by means of a flexible 
shaft connected to an air propeller outside of the fu elage. The connection between this universal 
joint and the rotor i tself i made through a ratchet, which permit the top to pin even if the 
propeller hould top. The antivibration mounting of the two instrument are also different, 
the H ebrard mounting on i ting of three rubber di ks, clearly shown in Figure 8. 

Construction and performance con tant for the Hebrard top are gi,en below in section 5 
(experimen tal re ult ). 

Other top cl velopments.- Tvvo modification of the spinning top ugge ted by one of the 
authors in the cour e of this work were, first, what may be termed a breathing top, and, second, 
a top pinning in hydrogen at extremely low pres ure. 

The breathing top i a hollow top mounted on a pivot in a gla ca ing. The air pres ure 
in thi casing i ubj ected to periodic increase and decrease, an inlet ,al,e admits air to the 
interior of the top when the pre sure increase, and the air tIm entrapped e capes throua-h a 
series of nozzles and drives the top by reaction. 

The idea of the hydrogen top was to provide so small a re isting torqu a to enable the top 
to run for everal hours after being started at the beginning of a flight. This would have the 

FIG. .- H ebranl spinning top. 

ad,antage that the driving apparatus would not be a,ailable to the enemy in the ev-ent of a 
crash, and al 0 that it would simplify the apparatu needed on the airplane. Laboratory data 
on the experimental model of this type will be found in the section on experimental results. 

INCLINOMETERS WITH PE DULOUS GYRO COPES. 

perry inclinometer.- The po ibilities of a single gyros tat upported in gimbal with it 
axi ver tical, driven by three-pha e current through flexible 1 ads and slip ring , hav-e been 
de,eloped by the perry Gyro cope Co. , and modification of tlli arrangement han al 0 been 
con tructed by the Royal Aircraft E tabli hment. uch inclinometer are atisfactory for 
s teady flia-ht , but ubject to disturbance from acceleration, since th center of gra,ity must be 
placed below the point of upport in or leI' to utilize gra,ity for the righting torque. Thi di
turbance i , however, far Ie than in the ca e of an ordinary pendulum, hence the utility of the 
instrument. In thi type of gp'o cope the gravity torque is not in itself a righting torque, but 
it produce pI' cession and thereby cau e the gimbal axe to rock and the friction which oppo es 
this rocking motion i a righting torque. 

Multiple gyro instruments.- ndoubtedly the be t known example of thi type is to be found 
in the perry au tomatic pilot, with its four gp'o unit. A self-recording inclinometer, known a 
the Bureau of tandards stable zenith, ,va de,eloped by Prof. J. F. H aTford and Dr, L. J. 
Brigg for u e in free flight te t by the National Ad,] ory Committee for ~l.eronautics; thi i 
briefly described in the annual report of the Director of the Bureau of tandards for 191 (p. 
12 ) a a two-gp'o combination. The u e of coupled a-yros for stabilization ha been discus ed 
by one of the pre ent author in a paper on Gyroscopic Oscillation (Phy, Rev. 34: -1 - 52, 1912) 
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INCLI OMETERS WITH NEUTRAL GYROSCOPES. 

The possibilities of the neutral or free gyro have never been fully utilized in practice because 
of mechanical difficulties. A neutral gyro uninfluenced by external force, would maintain its 
a...xis of rotation fixed in space. Two instruments in which this principle has been sufficiently 
realized for temporary observations are the J orton recording stunt incbcator and the Duff
Hyde stabilizer. 

Duff-Hyde.-The sta,bilizer (or inclinometer) developed by Prof. A. W. Duff and Lieut. 
W . A. Hyde 2 is shown in Figure 9. It is a short period gravity p endulum, combined with an 
independently supported gyrostat. The oscillations of the pendulum are damped by air dash
pots, and the pistons of these dashpots serve for the coupling between the pendulum and the 
gyroscope. The pendulum part is mounted on gimbals, so 
as to be free to move about two horizontal tLxes aa and bb 
at right angles. The gyro itself is of the Sperry A. C. motor 
type. It is mounted above the pendulum with i ts a...-U ver
tical, and on gimbals having two horizontal axes of rotation 
respectively parallel to aa and bb. Four dash pots and their 
pistons form link between the pendulum and the gyro. The 
mechanical connections are made by hinged joints. N ow the 
axis of the spinning gyro tend to r emain fixed in space and 
so furni hes a comparatively tationary position for the dash
pot pistons. The effect of thi device i to damp the quick 
oscillation of the pendulum, but to permit low movement 
without much hindrance, thus enabling the pendulum to main
tain the vertical. The stable zenith of thi in trument i 
through the pendulum itself. 

Norton.- The recording inclinometer or stunt indicator 
under development by F. H. orton, of the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics, differs from ordinary gimbal in
struments in that no obstacle is encountered when a complete 
rotation takes place, as in looping the'loop. In other instru-
ments when two of the tLxes become coincident, the in trument FIG. 9.- DufHJyde stabilizer. 

loses its freedom, it i then locked and no longer able to rotate about the third axis. The Norton 
gyro is wholly inca ed inside of a pherical shell. This shell i gripped between four rollers, sym
metrically placed at the corner of a regular tetrahedron. The e are like planimeter wheels in 
that they record the motion in one direction, while lipping freely at right angles. The e wheels 
in turn are geared to the dials after the fashion of a polar planimeter, so as to show at a glance the 
total component of rotation of the aircraft about the r espective three axes. 

An instrument developed by the Royal Aircraft Establi hment, for use in aircraft stability 
in,estigations, has somewhat the ame purpo e, but records angular ,elocity instead of angular 
displacement. The principle of operation of the Royal Aircraft E tablishment in trument is 
similar to that of a gyro turn indicator. 

STABILIZERS FOR BOMBING AND PHOTOGRAPHY. 

Two further instrument particularly de igned as stabilizers are the Gray and Lucian in-
truments; each carries a single gyro unit of the pendulous type, and in each the auxiliary 

device for producing a righting torque is unique. Attention may here be called to R epor t o. 
131 , in which is given a more detailed account of a proposed type of tabilizer with a particularly 
simple erecting device-namely, the friction of a univer al joint, upon which the gyro is sup
ported, and through which it is driven. uch tabilizers may prove useful for a variety of pur
po es, including not only bomb ighting and photography, but the control of a double-pivot 
compass so as to eliminate the northerly turning error; the furni hing of an artificial horizon for 

, A y iat ion and "\ irera rt J ourn. , I : 322. 1920. 
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sextant ob ervation : and the mounting of dynamical type ground peed or di tance indicators, 
which have to be held horizontal. 

Gray.-The tabilizer developed by Dr. J. G. Gray in cotland obtains its restoring torque 
by the di placement of a number of ball which are slowly rolled around a horizontal plate by 
mean of a pair of rotating cro bars. When this plate is inclined, a restoring torque of the de
sired direction is produced on the vertical spinning gyro which is rigidly attached to the hori
zontal plate. Thi ingenious arrangement i effective becau e of the fact that the ball is guided 
into a idewi e di placement by the rotating arms instead of rolling di~ectly forward when the 
airplane pi tche downward. Also the re toring forces may be ea ily made inoperative at will 
so a to preserve the po ition of the gyro cope during a rapid bank. 

Lucian.-The tabilizer developed by Dr. A. . Lucian 3 utilizes electromagnetic action for 
the production of a suitable righting tor lue. This torque is brought into play when either of 
two simple pendulums, of short period, i di placed so as to make an electric contact. These 
pendulums swing about the gimbal axes of the gyro, one in a fore-and-aft plane, the other tran -
versely. The entire con tl'uction of thi outfit i comparatively light, as stabilizers go. 

4. TESTING OF A Ty PROPOSED TYPE OF GYRO INe LI OMETER OR STABILIZER. 

The only thino- that need be at 1 here concerning the driving mechani: m i that it is neces ary 
to determine whether thi mechanism exert any torque on the gyro about an axis at right 
angle to the axi of pin, and if 0 how much. For example, the gyro which is supported on 
and driven through a universal joint ha uch a torque exer ted on it. 

Moment of inertia and normal running peed of gyro must be determined. 
Ma s and location of center of ma of gyro and stabilized, tructure must be determined for 

the purpo e of calculating what is above call d the gravity torque and for calculating torque 
action due to horizontal acceleration. 

The mo t important thing to determine i the experimental functional relation between 
righting torque and angle cf> between gyro zenith and pendulum zenith. This determination 
can be ea ily made by ob erving the rate p at which the gyro zenith appro ache the pendulum 
zenith for variou values of cf>, speed of gyro and moment of inertia of gyro being known. 
This te t would of course be made in the laboratory and the pendulum zenith would coincide 
with the true zenith. I n thi te t the gyro zenith should be di placed northwards or south
ward of the true zenith so a to eliminat the influence of the earth' rotation. 

A eparate te t of th amount of lag of o-yro zenith due to the earth's rotation might be 
advi able, although this can be calculated from the above data. 

The rno t important calculation from these test data would be: 
Ca) Di placement of gyro zenith due to a half-circle bank of the airpl ane, u ing everal air

plane velocitie and several radii of banking circle. 
(b) Di placement of gyro zenith due to centrifugal action on tmbalanced stabilized structure 

dminO" a half-circle bank at variou airplane peeds . Tllis di placement is independent of the 
radius of the banking circle. . 

Cc) Lag of gyro zenith due to ear th' rotation at a cho en latitude and for a specified 
amplitude and frequency of ea t-west 0 cillation of the pendulum zenith. In general this will 
require tediou step-by-step integration using a tabulated et of values of righting torque at 
short intervals during one 0 cillation of the pendulum zenith. 

Cd) pper limi t of po ible displacement of gyro zenith during a prescribed rolling or pitclling 
oscillation of the airplane. 

Various other simple te t such a tim required to bring gyro up to normal speed, time for 
gyro to come to re t when driving torque cea es, will uO"O"est them elve to anyone. 

• C. E. Mendenhall : Journ . F ranklin lnst. 191: p . 5. An air·jet t~,pe is also rererred to here. 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 

Con truction and Performance Constant of the Hebrard Top.-Mass = 596 "Tams; moment of 
inertia K = 76 0 gr.-cm. 2; pivot of hardened teel, small radiu I' = 0.0 cm.; di tance of 
center of mass below point of upport, x, = 0.052 cm . Cup jewel of hardened steel, radius of 
curvature 0.41 centimeter. taff of top 6. centimeter long, di k on end of taff 0.9 centimeter 
diameter. Inclination of taff " 'ith re pect to ca ing can be read to about 1° . 

When tri d out on an airplane (Curtis J. K.) the behavior of the top ,va quite satisfactory 
or banking angle of Ie than 30°, but the driving mechanism is very bumpy Ivhen the casing 
i inclined 30° or more with respect to the top. 

The top came to rest in 13 minutes from 1,000 revolutions per minute "hen the driving 
torque cea ed. At 1,500 revolution per minute the top ro e from 20° inclination to 10° incli
nation in 35 second ; calculated time 30 econd ; thi test wa made in the laboratory. 

(1) Error developed in 15 econd by horizontal component of driving torque when casing 
is inclined 20° (in the laboratory) was about 2°. 

(2) Calculated error due to pivot friction alone, when V, the speed of the airplane = 36 
meters per second, and R, the radius of the turn = 500 meters, "ith top running 1,500 revolu
tion per minute, is 4.7° . 

(3) Calculated error due to horizontal acceleration alone, when V = 36 meter per second, 
R = 500 meters, and speed of top = 1,500 re,olutions per minute, i 2.7° . 

(4) Calculated error due to horizontal component of driving torque alone, when V = 36 
meter per second, R = 500 meters, and peed of top = 1,500 revolution per minute, is 0.9°. 

(5) Calculated error due to combined action of pivot friction, centrifugal force and hori
zontal component of the driving torque T when V = 36 meter per econel, R = 500 meters, and 
peed of top = 1,500 revolution per minute, i 6.2°. 

(6) Calculated value of con tant error of taff of top due to rotation of the earth is 0 .12° at 
45° N. latitude, when peed of top i 1,500 revolution per minute. 

Data for hydrogen top.-Taking the ma of the top 100 aram , diameter 6 centimeter, 
thicknes of rotor at edge 1 centimeter, the radius of gyration will be 2 centimeters and the 
moment of inertia 400 centimeter-gram- econd unit . The data apply to the top con tructed 
at the Bureau of tandard by Mr. F. Cordero. 

Te t made on the first model of thi type, a actually constructed, sho"ed that it would 
run about one hour in hydrogen at 2 or 3 millimeter pre ure, "hile dropping its speed from 
3,000 to 500 revolutions per minu te. 

6. DESCRIPTIO OF LIQUID AND P E DUL M I CLINOMETERS. 

For practically steady flight, free from acceleration, in truments constructed 0 as to show 
the direction of the apparent gravitational field are atisfactory and have been u ed with good 
results in performance testing of aircraft. uch instrument , of cour e, can not take the place 
of gyroscopic inclinometer for absolute mea urement when accelerations are present. A for
ward acceleration equal to gravity, which i not uncommon, throw the direction of apparent 
gravitational force 45° toward the rear. Inclinometers constructed on the liquid or pendulum 
prin iple will, of cour e, re pond to this change of direction almo t in tantly, and this effect 
i indistingui hable from a true inelination of 45°. 

Fore-and-aft inclinometers, French types.-The principal type of liquid fore-and-aft inclinom
eter i triangular in hape, as shown by Figure 10, and has been exten ively developed by the 
French. The principle involved is imple enouah: The liquid eek its proper level, so when 
the airplane climb the liquid recedes down the front part of the triangular circuit, allowing 
the meni cus to ri e along the rear part of the circuit to which a graduated cale is attached. 
The commercial form is not over 10 inche on each ide. It i under tood that Capt. Tou saint 
has developed a special form of thi instrument in which the triangular circuit extends back a 
long distance through the fu elage of the airplane in order to ecure extremely high sensitivity. 
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Drexler.-A liquid fore-and-aft indicator of the triangular type forms a part of the Drexler 
combination inclinometer and gYTO indicator described in Part IV of thi report. 

Rieker.-Thi is an American-made in trument quite similar to the French types of fore· 
and-aft inclinometer. 

National Advis01'Y Oommittee for Aeronautics.-A liquid fore-and-aft inclinometer of excep
tionally open scale wa developed by Edward P. Warner of the National Ad,i ory Committee 
for Aeronautics and employed with good results in free flight investigations.4 

- , 
" 

. . J\: 

Danish sector type.- Liquid inclinometer 
of the sector type are familiar on German 
airplanes, and in steady flight may be used 
either for fore-and-aft or for lateral obser
vations. Two uch instruments of Dani h 
manmacture are shown in Figure 1l. 

German double circuit type.-A double 
circuit type of liquid inclinometer found on 
German aircrafti shown in Figure 12. \TIlile 
similar in principle to the triangular circuit, 
thi arrangement i evidently more sen iti,e 
for a given ize and can therefore be furnished 
in a more compact form. 

FIG. IO.-Liquid rore·and·art inclinometer. 

13 hows a liquid damped pendulum 
perry Gyroscope Co. 

perry fore-and-aft inclinometer.-Figure 
device for fore-and-aft ob ervation developed by the 

Richard clinometer.- Thi in trument of French de ign i similar to the perry in it 
fundamental principle. 

Russell liquid-damped pendulum.-Pendulums damped wi th a vi cou liquid have been 
employcd primarily for artificial horizon in connection with extant observation. Such an 
in trument, developed by H. r. Ru sell, i further de cribed in Report No. 131. This problem 
ha also been investigated by Mr. E. G. Fischer, of the United tates Coast and Geodetic urvey. 

Pentz compass.-This compas , considerably 11 ed by the United tates Air Mail erVlce, 
was designed to serve al 0 a an inclinom eter. 
From the de cription given in Part III of 
thi report it will be noticed that the pen
dulum zenith at any time i. indicated by 
looking down through the ~ pherical gla 
cover, which is suitably marked. 

7. BANKI G INDICATOR . 

Banking indicator are, of COUl' e, in
tended only to show the departme of the 
airplane from the proper banking angle. It 
is a fallacy to suppo e that a bankinO' indi- FIG. ll.-Liquid inclinometers, sector type. 

cator ought to show the ab olute inclina tion of the craft with re l)ect to the earth, which it 
can not do for the reasons explained at the beginning of ection 6. The in trument is not 
designed to show ab olute inclination. The indicator hould read zero when the banking angle 
is correct for the actual peed and radius of turn, reO'ardles of the absolute amount of the bank 
relative to the horizontal. 

British bubble type .- Figure 14 shows the familiar bubble type of banking indicator de,eloped 
by the British. The Taylor and Rieker in truments of merican manufacture arc ba ed 
evidently on the same principle. The banking indicator is mounted tran \81' ely on the instru
ment board in front of the pilot. F or night flying the bubble can be illuminated by a small 
electric lamp placed at the end of the glas tube 0 that the rays are tran mitted through the 
liquid. 

'Report TO . 70, )iational .\d\·isory Committee ror Aeronautics, Firth Annual Report. 
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The bubble banking indicator i sometime furnished in combination with the fore-and-aft 
inclinometer. 

Bubble banking indicator appear to ha,e been ,-ery popular among the Briti h flier and 
in the American Navy, but not among the French or in the American Army. 

perry pendulum type.-In Figure 
15 i hown an air-damped pendulum 
indicator de,eloped by the perry Co. 
Thi i made in a elf-luminous form 
for u e at night. The zero po ition is 
that in which the monble indicator i 
horizontal. 

Luminous rolling ball type.-In 
Figure 16 is hown the luminou ball 
banking indicator de,eloped by one of 
the authors and found ati factory for 
night flying. It operate e sentiallyon 
the arne principle a a bubble banking 
indicator, but deflect in the opposite 
dil'ection. 

FIG. 12.-Liquid inclinometer-Double·circuit type. 

Drexler.-In the ne\, model Drexler aircraft tee ring gage, to be de cribed in Report No. 
131, another form of rolling ball banking indicator is employed, ha,ing a steel ball. The action 
of this instrument i imilar to the one previou 1) developed at the bureau, but doe not have 
the self-luminou feature. 

8. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERI TICS OF THE LIQUID A D PE D LUM TYPES. 

The te ting of inclinometer and banking indicator depend on the con truction, rather 
than on the u e of the in trument. Temperature test and ob ervation concerning the quick

ne of action are e entially for liquid-filled 
in tl'ument , regardle s ,,'hether they are to 
be employed a inclinometer or banking in
dicators. Air-damped in trument are not 
likely to how excessi,c time lag, but should 
be examined for friction, 100 ene ,and gen
eral accuracy, and the damping hould be 
uflicient to prevent 0 dilation. 

Either type of in trument may be te ted 
for time lag by pivoting the in trument 
with an initial upward inclination and then 
dropping it suddenly onto a lanting sup-

FIG. 13.- perry liquid damped (ore·and·a(t inclinometer. port at an equal ancrle below the horizon. 
The entire time of tranl may be noted with a top watch, and hould not exceed about two 
seconds. It i important for this te t to be repeated at temperatures fully as low a tho e 
which may be experienced in flight. Alcohol and other nonfreezincr solution have been u ed 
for filling the in trument. Inclinometer and banking indicator~ hould al 0 be tested under 
vibration. The bubble type of banking indicator has been found at time to how a ystematic 
average displacement during ,ibration. 

9. ABSOLUTE MEA UREMENT WITHOUT GYRO COPES. 

Both the dip needle and earth inductor have been frequently propo d for inclinometer .5 

Either the dip needle in conjunction with a magnetic compa s, or the earth inductor without 
a compa s, if arranged in multiple unit , would er,e a an inclinometer over any region of the 
earth's surface where the direction of the earth' field i known. 

'The Earth Inductor as an Inclinometer, N. E. Dorsey, Joum. Terr. Mag. and Atoms. Elect. 1 : 1- ,1913; Induction Inclinometers, 
W. Uljani n, illid., 24: 113-117, 1919. 
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FJG. H.-Bubble banking iudicators. 

FJG. 15.- perry peudulum banking indicator. 

FIG . 16.-Luminous ball banking indicator . 

• 

FIG. 17.-DitIerentiallateral inclinometer. 
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The inductor in it imple t form coo i t of a flat coil of copper wire connected to a suitable 
millivoltmeter; commutation is pro,idee! uch a to build up a continuous electromotive force 
due to cutting the earth's field. The ordinary equation of the dynamo apply to this instru
ment and show that by ufficiently increasino- the peed it can be made entirely practicable. 

The recording un camera developed by the Briti h at MartIe ham Heath give an excellent 
tracing of th image of the un, thus ser,ing a a recording inclinometer when mall corrections 
are made for the relati,e movemen t of the un during the time of the ilight. 

Both in thi country and I ewhere the reflection of an airplane in a smooth bo ly of water 
below has been utilized for recording photocrraphically the angular movement of the airplane. 

The ob CITation of the trajectory of a falling object, if made vi ible, will gi,e information 
oncerning th angular po ition of the aircraft, provided uitable allo'wance i made for the 

initial linear velocity of the falling body and for drift of trajectory due to wind. For the tra
jectory of such a body would be determined solely by its initial velocity, too-ether with the 
true gravitational field of ih earth, barring the effect of the wind. Thu the trajectory i 
uninfluenced by acceleration of the aircraft. In thi ,yay the difficuItie characteri ti of pendu
lum indicator can be avoid d. It ha been propo ed 6 to apply thi to an in trument inclosed 
in an air-Light ca e omewhat after the fa hion of an hourgla s. In thi "Way the effect of the 
\\-ind would be eliminated, but the trajectory would till be independent of aircraft acceleration. 
In tead of ob erving the falling particle of sand, a fine jet of mercury mio-ht be used. 

There remain a number of po ibilitie for inclination mea urement in a manner free from 
the u ual errors of pendulum indicators, althoucrh not attaining compl tely the tatu of absolute 
measuremen t owing to the neces ity for orne a umption regarding the pa th of the airplane 
or the motion of the atmo phere. n leI' ordinary conditions the c a umptions are entirely 
legitimate. A propo al of th i kind by one of the pre ent author ha been the use of a spring 
pendulum. The stretching of the prino- elTe to mea ure the excess of the apparent gravita
tional field, cau ed by centrifugal force o,er and abo, the true gra,itational field . The angular 
deflection of the pendulum show, as u uaI, the direction of apparent gra,~ily. Thu the proper 
interpr tation of thi observation ,,-ould go definitely one step beyond the impIe, rio-id pendulum 
toward giving the true inclination of the aircraft \yith respect to the ground . ~i. econd instru
ment developed by one of the author like\\'i e ba ed on centrifugal force is hown in Figure 17. 
Thi in trument is essentially a differential lateral inclinometer, and ha elsewhere b en referred 
to a the balance banking indicator. It consi ts of two equal masse practically balanced on a 
knife-e 1ge. The center of crra,ity of the y tem i ju t lightly below the knife-edge. The 
instrument i mounted on the in trument board with the knife-edge parallel to the fore-and-aft 
axis of the aircraft, so that the beam of th balance may deflect in a plane parallel to the 
in trument board. The ca of the in trument i fi lled ,,,--ith a damping liquid. Now, when 
the aircraft in it flight turn about a \Crtical axis, the two equal ma e of the y tern, WI and 
W2 , hare the arne angular ,-elocity but are located at different distance from that axi . 
lIence, the centrifugal force on one would be greater than that on the other, and the balance 
beam tends to remain perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the aircraft-that i , approxi
mately horizontal. Thu , the angular deflection of the balance beam relati,e to a reference 
line on the ca e indicate the inclination of the aircraft relati,e to the ground while going around 
it bank. 

The Aveline tabilizer, a recent French de\elopment,1 automatically operate the controls 
of the hip by compressed air actuated by a combination inclinometer. The indicator element 
i in principle a mercury-filled inclinometer which, instead of operating on the u ual liquid 
inclinometer principle, ha an auxiliary correction for centrifucral force. Thi correction is 
automatically made by a devi e in the nature of a turn indicator, con i ting of two Venturi 
tu be ui '-ably onnected ancl located at the re pecti,e extremities of the wing. 

Unti l gyro copic appliance can be re luced in bulk, wight, an 1 cxpen e the development 
of the e various emiabsolute method of mea urement e m to be a de irable field for further 
inye ticration . 

• The sugges tion is believed to have originated with ~Ir. Bened ict, a mem ber of the Air Service, in 191 . 
; .~erial Age Weekly, Vol. 12: page 655-65 , 667, 1921. 
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DIRECTION INSTRUMENTS. 

PART II. 

THE TESTING AND USE OF MAGNETIC COMPASSES FOR AIRPLANES. 

By R. L. A 'FORD. 

INTRODUCTION. 

One of the mo t important and least atisfactoryof all aeronautic instruments is the mag
netic compass. Owing to the extraordinary condition under which a compa mu t operate 
in flying, ~he ordinary marine type i impo sible to use, and new and radically different de ign 
have been found to be nece ary. Unfortunately, e-ven the be t types of instrument which 
have 0 far been produced are unreliable under certain conditions. This fact has led mo t 
pilot to regard the compa s with u picion, and many have come to the conclusion that a 
compass should not be included in the instrumental equipment of an airplane. There are 
many time, however, when known landmarks are not available, and it is nece ary to rely 
upon the indication of the com pas . It is essential, therefore, that the pilot should under-
tand the characteri tic of hi compa in order that he may know under what conditiou 

its indications are reliable. An under tanding of the principle involved may al 0 enable 
pilots to offer valuable ugge tion as to de io-n and u e a the result of experience and 
ob ervation. 

TESTING. 

Before in taIling a compass in an airplane it should be carefully inspected and te ted to 
be sure that there are no defect of material or workmanship and that it i in good working 
order. The e points can ea i1y be determined by mean of imple laboratory tests. The 
performance characteristics which are inherent in all instrument as distingui hed from their 
behavior under actual flying condition are pivot friction calibration, period, and damping. 
I n orne cases it is desirable to mea ure the trength or magnetic moment of the needle but 
u ually thi i not neces ary as weak needle are indicated by too long a period. 

PIVOT FRICTION. 

Exce ive pivot friction in a compas redu e its sen itivity to small changes of direction 
and i o-cnerally evidence of damao-e or imperfection in material or workmanship. Thi point 
therefore i generally the fir t to be con idered in the testing of a magnetic compa . The 
only auxiliary apparatu required for thi test i a mall magnet or, better, a coil by mean 
of which the compa may be given a momentary deflection. I n practice the compa under 
test is deflected by various small angle in each direction and the amount by which it fails to 
return to it original re ting point noted. TIllS procedure i repeated with the compass oriented 
in different direction, u ually on heading corre ponding to each of the cardinal point. The 
pivot friction as determined in tIll manner is rarely a constant quantity but there i generally 
no difficulty in deciding whether or not an in trument has an exce ive amount. When relea ed 
from an initial deflection of 5° in either direction a gooel compa houlel return to its original 
position to within 1°. 

1 
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CALIDRATIO . 

The term calibration expresse the accmacy with which a compass indicates direction on 
any heading exclusive of the effect of pivot friction which can generally be removed by tapping. 
There are several factor which determine the accmacy of calibration of a compa s, namely: 
(1) The orientation of the magnetic needles on the card; (2) the accmacy of the graduation 
on the card or cale; (3) accuracy of centering of the pivot; (4) magnetic materials in the 
bowl or mounting; (5) location of the lubber line. 

The magnetic needle hould be mounted parallel to the north- outh line on the card. 
If thi is not done there will be a con tant error on all heading equal to the angle of error in 
mounting. 

In good in trument the errors in graduation of the card are usually negligible. Gradua
tion error may be in either direction and varying in amount. 

If the pi,ot is not correctly centered on the card the resulting eccentricity error varies 
from zero to a maximum value depending on the heading and the amount by which the pivot 
is off center. 

The pre ence of magnetic material in the bowl or mounting may produce errors in reading 
depending upon the amount and location of such impmities. 

While it is generally possible to separate these error it is u ually not necessary to do so 
except for the purpo e of discovering the cause of an excessive error. 

For determining the calibration error of compa ses a imple te ting tand has been con
structed. This stand is shown in Figure 1. It con ists of a rotating table graduated around 
its edge so that by means of a vernier index 
angles of rotation can be read to 0.1 °. Two 
telescopes are carried on an adjustable sup
port which are used for sighting on hori
zontal card compasse. If compasses having 
vertical cards are to be tested an auxiliary 
stand is used. This stand ha upon it base 
a horizontal line which is at right angle to 
the plane of the back of the stand. It al 
has provi ion for tilting with a scale for 
measming the angle of til t. An airplane 
compass card should be free to tmn when the 
compa is tilted 20° in any direction. 

The tandard compass, al 0 shown in the 
figure, consi ts of a ingle magnetic needle 
having a apphire cup and su pended on a 
diamond pivot. The pivot friction of thi 

F IG. I.-Compass testing stand. 

combination ha been found to be entirely negligible. Upon the upper ide of this needle i 
a line which is accurately parallel to it magneti a.,xis. The needle i pointed and the points 
lie in the vertical plane pa ing through the index line. It is therefore po sible to check the 
parallelism of the index line and the magnetic axis by taking ob ervation with the needle in 
it normal position and inverted. 

When a compa i to be te ted, it i et on the tand and the tele cope focused on the 
north and south points of the card, or if it ha a vertical card the auxiliary tand is u ed and 
the telescope are focused on it index line. The compa s i then placed at a distance and 
the standard compa s sub tituted and rai ed or lowered on an adju table ba e until the index 
line is in focu. The tele cope are not di turbed after the initial adju tment. When the 
stand is 0 oriented that the index line of the tandard compa is focu ed on the cross hairs 
the vernier index is et to zero. The tandard compa i then taken away and the other 
compass replaced. If the table is rotated till the north- outh line i on the cro hairs of the 
two tele copes, the angle read on the vernier how the error on the north heading. The error 
on any other heading can be determined by rotating the table through any de ired angle and 
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noting the difference between the compa reading and the table reading. After the te t has 
been completed a check reading on the tandard compa s i taken in order to be ure that the 
direction of the magnetic meridian has not changed while the obser,ations are in progre . 
The ordinary type of airplane compa graduated with 10° divi ion should not e i error on 
any heading by more than 2°. 

PERIOD. 

For any particular type of com pas , ince the moment of inertia of the mo,ing y tern is 
practically the same for all instrument , the period, measmed at the same place or at different 
plac where the horizontal inten ity of the earth's magnetic field is the ame value, is a good 
indication of the strength of the magnetic needle. An exce .ively long period is an indication 
of weak needles. For compa e ha,ing con iderable damping it is difficult to determine the 
complete period (the time internl between ucce sive tran its in the same direction through 
the po ition of equilibrium) and it is necessary to determine the half period. This i accom
plished by etting the card to winging by means of a coil or small magnet and noting, by the 
aid of a top watch, the time interval between uccessive transit through the equilibrium 
po ition. The variation in the horizontal inten ity of the earth' magnetic field are uch that 
the period of the same compa s will not be the ame in different parts of the earth. For instance, 
a compa s having a period of 20 second in Washington would ha,e a period of 23 econds 
in Bangor, M e., and 17 second in ew Orleans. Various types of airplane compa es are 
de igned to have widely different periods (from approximately 10 to 50 econd) and opinion 
differ a to the mo t de irabl value. One type of instrument developed dming the war ha 
a complete period of approximately 15 seconds. 

DAMPING. 

The liquid which is used in the majority of airplane compas e , be ide taking ome of the 
weight from the pivot, i for the pmpo e of damping out 0 cillations of the card and 0 enable 
the compa s to give a teady readino-. For the pmpo e of comparing the degree of damping 
of various airplane compa e the "damping con tant" ha been defined a the ratio of con-
ecutive deflection on the arne ide of equilibrium when the card i winging. In order to 

obtain truly comparable alue, it i necessary to make the determination from the ame value 
of initial swing which i u ually taken a 45 °. It is not proper to take the ob ervations for 
damping by releasing the card from the required initial deflection . The y tern mu t be 
winging freely. The degree of damping varie quite widely in instrument of different de ign. 

The pecifications for one type u ed during the war tipulated that the damping conRtan t 
should be not Ie s than 15 nor more than 45 . 

INSTALLATION AND ADJU TM E T. 

The location of a compa in an airplane i of con ider-able importance. The in trumen t 
must be 0 placed that the pilot can read it at a glance without changing his po ition. In 
order to avoid parallax error, the line of ight when reading hould be in the plane through 
the lubber line and the pivot. Another consideration in the location of the compa i the 
pre ence in the plane of magnetic material which will cause deviations of the compa s needle 
and con equent errors in reading. The effect of tationary metal parts can generally be neu
tralized by the u e of mall compen ating magnet placed in tubes pro,ided for the purpo e. 
The effect of moving iron part can not be neutralized, however. The ignition y tern i al 0 

a source of trouble in ome planes and may cau e error amounting to as much a 10 or 15 
degrees. This difficulty i 0 great in some ca e that the po sibility of placing the compass 
at a distance (on the tail or wing, for in tance) has been eriou ly con idered. Thi condition 
point to the neces ity of carefully con idering the requirement of the compas when designing 
an airplane. 

o RCES OF UNRELIABILITY. 

A uming that the resul t of laboratory tests are satisfactory and that the effect of magnetic 
material in the airplane ha been completely neutralized by mean of the adju ting magnets 
there are till ource of error under certain condition in flight. The mo t important of the e 
ource of unreliability are vibration and rapid accellerations and quick turns. 
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Becausc of the fact that th center of gravity of the compa card i helow the point of 
support it act a a pendulum. The re ult is that vibration of the point of support of ufficient 
amplitude and certain frequencies -will cau e deflections or in extreme cases actual rotation or 
"spinning}} of the carel. If there i excessive pivot friction or the pivot and cup do not have 
the proper corresponding hapes there may al 0 be deviation or turning due to a ort of 
"ratchet effect}} between the pi\ot and cup. The e are largely overcome in mo t in trument 
hy proper antivibration mounting. which ab orb the vibrations. The ordinary gimhal mount
ing should never he u ed. It i on account of vibration effects that the pivot is on the card 
in tead of the cup as i cu tomary in marine in truments . 

There are two po ible effect clue to rapid turn and traight accelerations. On quick 
turn the Ii luid in the compa may be set into rotation and drag the card with it. Thi i 
largely overcome hy making th clearance between the card and the bowl large. TIll reduces 
the effect, as the liquid in contact with the sides of the bowl i most a.ITected. Another way of 
preventing the liquid from being set into rotation to an appreciable extent is to make the bowl 
of approximately pherical shape. 

The other effect of urns an 1 acceleration i of a different nature. It is a well-known fact 
that the direction of the earth' magnetic .:field is not horizontal. The angle of inclination or 
" dip " varies in different parts of the world from zero at the" magneLic equator" to 90° at the 
magnetic pole. In a compa the vertical. component is balanced by a small rna s on one ide 
of the point of support. For thi rca on the horizontal component i the only one that exert 
a directive force on the card. IDlen an airplane make a quick turn the re ultant effect of 
<Yravity and centrifugal force i uch that the plane of the card i inclined to the horizontal. 
The vertical component of the earth's magnetic field th n ha a component in the plane of the 
card and this exert a clirectiv-e force . The elir ction in which the carel ,,-ill tend to turn ",ill he 
the direction of the re ultant of the horizontal component of the earth's field and th component 
of the \ertical force which i in th direction of the plane of the card. Thi cau e an enol' which 
depends upon the angle of bank and th dmation of th turn. Thi effect i most noticeable 
when turning ast or west from a northerly COUl' e and hence is u ually termed the" northerly 
turning error." In this ca e the north en 1 of the card i dra,rn down and if it turns rapidly 
enough may ev-en indicate that a tmn ha been mad in the oppo ite direction from that actually 
made. It i l' adily apparent that under uch condition a pilot who i flying in cloud and whose 
airplane i turned hy gu t may think he has tmned in the oppo ite direction from what i 
actually the ca e and in attempting to correct III direction will turn till more and may enn
tually find him elf in a pin. Pilot ar generally warned again t taking a northl'rl~" com e in 
flying through clou Is. 

The actual direction of the carel at any in tant depend not only on the an<Yle of inclina
tion but also on it period. A compa with a very long period for in ance may take so long to 
1'e pond to the eli tributing force that the turn may be comple ed before there is an appreciable 
error in it reading. A very long period compa ha be n tronglr recommended by ome and 
undoubtedly is much Ie affected by the "northerly turning error" than one wi th a short 
period but in practice it is 0 luggish that it i unsati factory for u e under ordinary condi
tion. It i generally considered preferable to u e a hort period in trument which can be 
read more quicldy after any eli tmbance and no to rely oil it indication when the conditions 
are known to exi t which render it unreliable. A good short period compa in eOlUleetion with 
a reliable tmn indicator cern to be th be t combination 0 far ug<Ye ted. 
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P ART III. 

AIRCRAFT COMPASSES- DESCRIPTION AND CLASSIFICATION. 

By J OHN A. c. WARNER. 

SUM MARY. 

Thi part contains a brief general treatment of the important features of construction of 
aircraft compa ses, and descriptions of the principal types used in America and in foreign 
countries. Brief mention is also made of several compas es now in process of de\elopment 
but not in production. At the conelu ion of this part will be found a descriptive tabular cIa si
fication of the various instruments includ ed in the text. 

INTRODUCTO RY. 

There is probably no aircraft instrument which ha been the subj ect of more careful and 
serious study than ha the mao-netic compa . Its supreme importance to the navigator of the 
air accounts for the energy which ha been levoted toward it perfection. But with all the 
attention it has received there till remain the pos ibili ty of vast improvement. The working 
conditions are different and much more evere for the aircraft compass than for it marine 
prototype and it has been necessary to make important modification in the latter in order to 
adapt it to use in aviation. It is the purpose of thi paper to discuss the more important 
characteristic features of con truction of the aircraft compass and to describe the principal 
American and foreign types which have been put into production. In R eport No. 131, Section 
VII of this eries, under the title" 'terial . avigation and Navigating In trument ," will be found 
a discussion of the use of the compass and its error . Part III of this report, entitled "The 
Testing and Use of Magnetic Compas es for Airplane ," contains additional material not 
elsewhere con idered. 

GENERAL FEATURES OF CO STRUCTION. 

The common type of magnetic compa used on aircraft comprise th'e following principal 
parts with elements as noted: 

1. Rotating y tem-
a. Card. 
b. Float chamber (in liquid damped type). 
c. Magnetic element . 
d. Bearing member. 

2. Bowl-
a. Container. 
b. Damping medium. 
c. Expan ion chamber. 
cZ. Lower bearing member. 
e. Lubber-line and divided scale. 
f. Observation openings. 
g. Illuminating device. 

3. Compensating device. 
1 . Mounting upport. 

22 
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ROTATI G SYSTEM. 

Oard.-Two principal card form are noted, the horizontal and the verticaL ot a few 
in truments combine the two form and make po ible either horizontal or vertical observa
tions. Furthermore, horizontal card instruments are often provided with a prism which allows 
observations to be made in either a horizontal or vertical direction. When the latter device is 
employed it i necc sary that the card have two cales, one for the direct reading and a second 
scale with characters inverted and reversed for prism observations. The different systems of 
marking are described in a following section of this paper. It i important that the characters 
and divi ions of the card be clear ancllarge so as not to require too great an effort on the part 
of the pilot in making reading. Provision i often made for the u e of the compass at night 
by marking the principal divisions and characteI with elf-luminou material. This feature 
is of use only at times of extreme darknes in the immediate vicinity of the compass since the 
material i ordinarily not sufficiently brilliant to render the marking visible under conditions 
of lim lighting from another source. 

Float.-The card is commonly carried by a hollow water-tight float chamber filled with 
air and properly upported and guided in a urrounding body of liquid held in the bowl con
tainer. In order to minimize the effect of liquid drag, the float chamber is invariably made in 
the form of a hollow body of revolution Cu ually a somewhat modified cylinder or ellip oid) 
symmetrical abou t an axis perpendicular to the card . Liq uid drag is caused by the tendency of 
the liquid, when it takes up a swirling or rotative motion ·with changes of heading of the air
craft, to drag the float with it. The iloat serves to relieve the pivot bearing, upon which it is 
upported, of most of the weight of the rotating system. This is important ince the magni

tude of the vibrational difficulties and frictional error to which the card is subject are lara ely 
dependent upon the weight on the bearing. By reducing thi weight to a minimum it is also 
possible to prolong the life of the pivot upport which tends to become misshapen under ex
ce sive vibration and hock. everal in truments, notably the Oreagh-O borne Type 5/17, 
l1ave rotating systems so light as to require no float. Thi, of course, is also true of the dry 
type of compass in which no liquid is u ed. 

:Magnetic elements.-The magnetic elements upon which the compa depend for its 
action are usually formed of small cylindrical or flat magnetized needle or rods (2 to 12 in 
number) of hardened alloy teel attached either within the float chamber or upon its lower 
surface. In certain types they are su pended upon wires below the card. Numerous disposi
tion of these elements will be noted in referring to the descriptions which follow. The choice 
and po ition of the e element is an important factor governing the action of the rotating 
system. With compa es in which the elements are urrounded by a damping liquid having a 
corro ive effect upon teel, the magnet are either plated or covered by a noncorroding metal. 

The moment of inertia of the rotating system depends to ome extent upon the size, 
number, and po ition of the e clement; the magnetic moment and, in turn, the period of the 
compass are also dependent upon these factors. It i nece ary, then, in practice to so elect and 
mount the magnets that the operating requirements will be sati fied as completely as possible. 

B earing member.-In most of the older type of aircraft compa s the rotating system 
was supported upon a bearing compo ed of a cup or socket fi..,'{ed centrally upon the rotating 
part and resting upon a pivot attached to the bowL The more recent practice rever es this 
arrangement and we find practically all of the modern instruments with the pivot on the mov
able element and the cup mounted below upon a bearing po t attached to the bowl. This 
results in an improvement in the tability of the card. 

Brief consideration of the problem will show that the pivot forms a most important 
element of the compas and must be carefully designed. It is often subjected to violent shocks 
which it should with tand without breaking or becoming blunted. OthenTI e, the action of 
the compa s will become very un ati factory. Various materials are u ed for pivot, including 
iridium and alloys of iridium, pecial alloy teels, and agate. One of the mo t common com
binations is agate for the pivot and sapphire for the cup. It is usual practice to select a pivot 
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of material lightly ofter than the cup upon which it bear, otherwi e the surface of the cup 
would be roughened owing to the cutting action of the pi\'"ot. The radius of cur\'"uture of the 
pivot point i made malleI' than that of the cup. 

BOWL. 

Containe?'.-The compa bowl act a a conta.iner for the damping medium. It i u uull:
mad cylindrical in form in order to reduce a much a possible the swirling or rotation of the 
inclosed damping fluid when chanO"e of heading take place. One of the instrument later de-
crib d wa de igned to overcome thi efrect to a \'"er)- large degree by the u e of a completel:

spherical bowl. The u ual wIlde igned bo\ds do not , howe,er, go to this extreme. A gener
ous clearance should be allowed bet"-een th card and the wall of the bowl 0 that the \yirling 
error ,,-ill be relati,ely mall. 

DamZJing medium. - It is the function of th e clampina medium inclo cd within the howl 
and surrounding the rotating ystem, first (in the case of liquid damping), to reduce the ,,-eight 
of the moving y tem on the pivot bearina, thus protecti ng the bearing from shock, and re lu e~ 
ing errors due to friction and vibration as de crihee! abo\-e; econd, to clamp exces i,-e oscilla 
tion of the rotating system and thus impro\C the sblbility and action of the card. Th amount 
of dampina depend upon the visco ity of the damping medium as well a up n the con truc
tion of the mo,able part. In air-damped compa e~ the action of the mo,ing par t against 
the inclosed air proehl es the clamping effect. In thi" case it i obviously nece sary for the 
rotating system to present a greater urfac to the action of the air than is the ca e wi th 
liquid-damped instrumen ts. The Fa,-e compass, hown in F igure 1 , is an example of this type. 

It i impor tant that the clamping medium hall be such as to maintain a practically con-
tant vi co ity within the range of temperature experienced in eI"\'"ice. Pure alcohol is some

times u cd, but it has the di advantage of more or les rapidly dissolvinO" practically an)
existing type of paint \yith which it come in contact. Thi action de troy~ the p rmanency of 
the card markings and fe ult in a formation of a deposit of sediment upon the bearing, thu 
introducing a friction error. Alcohol diluted with ome other liquid i mo t often u cd, a 
common mL'.;:ture being 30 per cent alcohol to 70 per cent distilled water. olorless, acid-free 
kero ene i also employed in certain compa e. The liquid i introduced into the bowl through 
a tapp d and plugged filler hole in the wall. 

Expansion chamber.- The volumetric changes in the body of liquid confined within the 
clo ed bowl are cared for in two differen t \my . The de,ice mo t frequently employed is an 
expan ion chamber compo ed of one or more thin metal diaphragm boxe , imilar to those 
u ed in aneroid, communicating wi th the interior of the bowl. In certain compasse the ex
pan ion i compensated by the u e of a single corrugated diaphragm forming the ba e of the 
bowl. A econd method for o,ercomina thi difficulty i to mount a mall hollow chamber at 
the top of the bowl 0 that the exces liquid may Ho"- into it from the bowl when expan ion 
take place. This device also serves a an air trap to which bubble from the liquid may ri ~ e, 
thu avoiding any objectionable action re~ ulting from their presence in the liquid. 

Lowe?' bearing member.-A polished apphire or garnet cup held in a brass ocket i mo t 
often employed a the lower bearina member in which the pi,ot of the rotating element rests. 
In many instances the jewel is et in a ocket \\-hich is free to move a short distance verticall:', 
again t a shock-absorbing spring . A ~econd method for r lieving the shock -£fects to some 
extent is to set the jewel again t a layer of rubb er or corl~ which acts a a cu Ilion. The bearing 
post which support the cup i(i'Ced to a bridge member attached to the ba e of the bowl. 

Lubbe?'-line and divided scale.-In order that accurate ob ervation may be made of the 
po ition of the compass card relative to the bowl, a reference marking or lubb er-lin e is u ually 
placed inside the bowl at the side where the ob ervations are to be made. The instrument 
should be mounted so that a line passing through thi lubber-line and the pivot of the compa 
i parallel to the longitudinal axi of the aircraft. A di,ided scale (starting from a point above 
the lubber-line) i often found at the upper rim of the bowl above the observation glass. A 
liding index or pointer is used in conjunction wi th thi ~ scale in cour e setting and taking 

bearinas. 
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Observation opl'nings.-Observations of the horizontal card arc made through a con~r-gla s 
held hy a hezel ring ,,-hich join it to the upper rim of the bowl. The joint i made tight by 
the u e of a rubber go. ket. Vertical card oh ' eITations are made either through a mall gla ' 
covered opening in the ide of the bo,d or. in certain compasses, through the cylindrical gla s 
bo,d contain r i t elf. The latter arrano-ement has the ach-antage of magnifying the divi ion 
ancI character of the card. due to len effect cau eel h:v the comTexity- of the gla ' . 

Illumillating device.-Modern compasse are pronded wi th a miniature electri lamp 0 

mounted in a melding socket as to illuminate the carel . In some instance ' a special opening 
(cowrecl by around gla s to pre,-ent alm·e) is pro,ided either in the ha e or side 'vall of the 
bowl 0 that the light ray may enter. De io-l1 ' which do not allow the light to fall directly 
upon the carel houlel provide for illumination either by transparency of the card or by reflec
tion from properl? pain ted interior ,,-all of the ho"l. 

CO:vIPE :'ISATlNG DEVICE . 

. O,,-ing to the pre' ence of magnetic fields et up by the power plant and au.:"iliarie of the 
aircraft system it i ncce a1'Y to pro\-ide a compensating device to minimize the eli turbing 
influences of these fields. mall bar magnet ' uitahly placed relative to the magnetic elements 
of the card are employed to n utralize the effect of objectionable extraneOll field. A common 
form of compen ating device i that consisting of a \-ertical lotted or grooved rod mounted 
directly below the ho\d and carrying h\-o sliclino- collar~ , adjustable in a vertical direction 
only, thus making it pos ible to vary the cli'tance betwe n the card and the correcting bar 
magn is (Ll ually t,,-o in numb r) which arc carried by each collar. The correcti ng magnets 
attached to one of the collar are ecm·cd with their longitudinal axe parallel to the fore-ancI-aft 
line of tho aircraf t whil e the Uu'\:e of the econcl set extend parallr l to the ath,Yart hip line. 
The compen ation i. governed by the number, trength, and po ition of these members. 

~\.notbor form of compen ating c1e\-ice con i, t of a holder mounted upon the bowl directly 
ahove or below the card (and sometime in both position ), centered relative to it axis. The 
holder eontains a fore-and-aft and an athwart hip tuhe in ,,-hich the small correcting magnet 
are placed. In thi cnse the amount of compen ation i governed by the number and strength 
of the magnets employed. 

A third device for compensation consists of an arrangement of four tubular holders so 
mounted on the sides of the bowl or bo\d hou ing that the correcting element may be prop
erly placed in fore-and-af t and athwart hip ' position. This di po ition as "-ell a the pre
ceding one have the advantage of compactness and case of manipulation. 

MOUNTI 'G SUPPORT. 

In view of the exces ive vibrations xi., tino- on aircraft and their ill effect upon the com
po. s it i advisable to provide the instrument wi th a mounting which will reduce the influence 
of vibration as much as po ible. Thi' i' u ually accomplished in one of three ways : fir t, 
by inclo ing the bowl in a hou ing lined wi th antivibrational material, ucb a felt or horse 
hair, to overcome the vertical hock and ,~-ith flat metal spring properly placed to relie,e 
vibration and shock in a horizontal plane; econd, by mounting the bowl upon upport or 
cu hions of felt or fibrous material and with piral metal . pring to oppo e horizontal effect : 
third, by attaching the bowl mounting to the aircraft with rubber cu hion at the point of 
attachment. Certain deviation from the e u ual arrangements will be noted by referring to 
the descriptions and photographs of the individual in trument. Certain of tbe older types 
and many of the pre ent foreign compa es are ,,-ung in gimbal. Thi practice i not to be 
recommended for airplane installation but i not without merit for air hip serviee where 
excessive vibration and violent accelerations are not a prevalent . 

In the page which follow will be found illustration, and de crip tion of the principal 
type of aircraft compo. es which have been used in \merica and abroad. ome of the mo t 
important details of the in trllment de~cribcd have been cIa ifiecl in tabular form at the 
conclusion of the paper. 
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DESCRIPTIO S OF AMERICAN COMPASSES. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC AIR COMPASS TYPE B. 

The liquid damped compass (acid-free kerosene damping-fluid) shown at the left of Figme 
1 is widely used in the mili tary aircraft of this country. Many of its features are patterned 
after those of the original Briti h CTeagh-Osborne 5/17 compass, and its appearance closely 
resembles that of the British instrument. 

The card has the form of a truncated cone with smaller diameter of 43 millimeters at the 
top and flaring to a diameter of approximately 54 millimeters at the bottom. (ee illustration 
of rotating element and bearing po t at right of fig. 1.) The markings are found upon the 
exterior face of the cone, which has a depth of 10 millimeters along a generating element. The 
card is lettered at the cardinal point with luminou material and divided each 10°, with 
numerals marking each third division, at which luminou dots are also painted. Four light 
~pokes, extending from the pivot mounting at the center, serve to upport the card ring. 

FIG. I.-General Electric air compass. T y pe B. 

The pivot is of special alloy and rests in a sapphire cup mounted upon a bearing post attached 
to the lower smface of the bowl. The pivot is prevented from leaving its socket by a split 
cage, the two halves of which are screwed to the bearing post, and their upper edges bent inward 
so as to overhang a bell-shaped hood member ju t above the pivot on the rotating element. 
The two bar magnets of tungsten steel (50 millimeters long and 29 millimeters between centers) 
are suspended upon fom wires extending from the card ring. 

A vertical wire painted with luminou material is attached near the lower extremity of 
the bearing post and extends upward toward the front of the bowl to serve as a lubber-line. 
A horizontal wiTe is attached to the lubber-line wiTe and forms a reference relative to the lower 
line of the card thus making it possible to use the compass as an inclinometer. 

The main body of the bowl is spherical in shape and has an interior diameter of approxi
mately 85 millimeters. The bowl projects toward the front in a cylindrical extension (with 
axis inclined at approximately 26° above the horizontal) which is capped by the glass observa
tion window (68 millimeters diameter) held in place by a bezel ring and inclined backward at 
an angle of approximately 26° from the vertical. A miniature incandescent lamp in hielding 
socket is attached to the bezel ring at the top and provides illumination for the card at t.imes 
when the luminous markings are not clearly vi ible. 
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Mounted at the top of the bowl and communicating with the interior is a combination 
air trap and expansion chamber. A filler plug is provided in this cylindrical chamber as well 
a in the back wall of the bowl itself. Liquid expansion is cared for by this device and any 
bubbles which may lorm in the damping fluid rise to the urface in the chamber and produce 
no objectionable effects. The compensation chamber surmounts this air trap and consists 
of two brass tubes (one along the fore-and-aft line and the other athwartships) of diameter 
great enough to accommodate several correcting bar maO'net. The compensating device is 
covered by a brass cap which prevents the magnets from lippinO' out. 

Three lugs as shown in the illustration project from the bowl and rest upon antivibrational 
supports projecting from the main mounting bracket. Each of the three lugs rests upon a 
felt washer acting as a cu hion for vertical shocks, while a flat spiral spring fastened to a bolt 
from the lug and centered in a cylindrical cup at the underside of each bracket lug erves to 
relieve vibration effects in a horizontal plane. 

The compas above described has a period of 12 seconds and a damping constant of 20. 
The card is free to swing when the compass bowl is tilted 30° from its normal position. The 
instrument weighs 2.5 pounds. 

AMERICAN MODIFICATIO S OF THE CREAGH· OSBORNE Am COMPASS, TYPE 5/17. 

The production during the war of the type B compass previously described exceeded that 
of the other modificationR of the Creagh-O borne air compass, type 5/17. However, several 
other in truments of this arne general type were produced in limited quantities. 

FIG. 2.- Air com pass, T ype A. FIG. 3.-Navy standard compass No.1. 

A compa s known as the CreaO'h-O borne air compa s Mark VIII, so nearly duplicates the 
Briti h instrument later described that no pace will he devoted to its treatment at this point. 

The in trument shown by Figure 2 i known as the type A. The mounting is different 
from that of the Briti h in trument and it is somewhat smaller in size. The illustration shows 
the instrument without the incandescent lamp illuminating device in place. 

Several other modified instruments of Ie s importance than tho e already mentioned were 
ma,nufaetured in very limited numbers. 

NAVY STA DARD OMPASS O. 1. 

The perry aircraft compa S Mark XVI, al 0 known a the avy standard compass 
No. I (fig . 3), is a type widely u ed in aircraft. The large fiying boats and military bombing 
airplanes ordinarily carry an instrument of thi general type as standard equipment, while a 
somewhat sm lier model, known as the a,y tandard compass No. II, is used on the smaller 
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airplanes. The in trument to be descr ibed has a 76-millimeter card while the smaller model 
ha a card 50 millimeters in diameter. 

The card of the K avy standard compass No. I is of the comhination horizontal and vertical 
type with divisions each 5°. Numerals mark the 30° points and the cardinal points are let
tered. The top or horizontal surface has a diameter of approximately 76 millimeter ', while 
the vertical card urface, cylindrical in form, ha u, diameter of 63 millimf'ters and a depth of 
19 millimeters. These cards are carried by a float chamber with the magnetic elements inclosed 
within. 

The alloy pivot mounted in a recessed c<tvity in the lower. urface of the float rest upon a 
sapphirc cup mounted upon a bearing po t in a shock-absorbing spring ocket. The po t i 
attach 1 centrally upon a hridg member at the center of the bowl base. A ,ertical curved 
lubber-line wire is provided both (tt the front and rear of the bowl, one for vertical and the 
other for horizontal reading. The markings upon the horizontal card urface start 1 0° from 
those of the vertical carn so that the readings of the former are taken with reference to the 
back lubher-line while tho e of the latter are made with the forward line a reference. 

~\. cylindrical rina' of glass (109 millimeter inside diametcr <lnd 56 millimeter in height) 
form the vertical walls of the bowl and rest upon the ba e ca ting where a rubber ga ket is 

u ed to make a tight joint. Viewing the vertical card 
through the cylindrical 1 owl cau es magnification of the 
card du to len effect. The bowl r ing is surmounten by an 
aluminum ring with four lug extending from the ides; 
t.he top urface of this ring bear 5°, 'vi ions with numerals 
at each 10° point. Within thi outer member i mounted 
<L rotatable ring carrying sights which are intended for use 
in taking bearing and in making ffi·ift ob ervation . The 
coyer-glass i clamped again t a rubber gasket re ting upon 
the top surface of the cylindrical bowl gla by means of 
four bolts passing tlu'ough the four lugs and corre ponding 
projections of the aluminum ba e casting. 

A hole through the ba e communicates 'with a single 
diaphragm expansion box contained within a protective 
housing. This housing also serves the pUl'pose of an aux
iliary ba e plate and carries the compensation box at the 
center. The latter i of the ordinary type with a fore
and-aft and an athwart hips tube acting as holders for 
the correcting magnets . A filler hole passe through the 

FIG. 4.-Creagh-Osbornc air compass (Sperry) Mark II . base casting. The in trument i so designed that it can be 

mounted upon either a horizontal or vertical urface by using the proper mounting plate. 
The period of the compass is approximately 20 . econds and the damping con tant 5. The 

weight is approximately 3.7 pound, 
CREAGH-OSBORNE AIR COMP ASS (SPERRY) M ARK ll. 

The compa known as the Creagh-O borne all' compas (Sperry) Mark II (fig. 4) is of the 
liquid damped type (alcohol mixture) with a horizontal card . 

The m ica card (76 millimeters diameter), divided each 5° and with luminous markings and 
numerals at each 10° point, i carried by a float chamber of usual form . The alloy piyot is 
mounted in a reces ed cavity in the lower urface of the flottt and rest upon a apphire cup held 
in a cup socket. Thi ocket in turn re ts upon a shock-ab orbing spring in the hollow section 
of the bear ing post. The latter is held by a hort hridge member at the center of the base of 
the bowl. 

The bowl ha an inside diameter of approximately 10 millimeters and a depth of 42 milli-
meter . luminou wir e lubber-line is found at the back of the bowl at the point where a 
'window is mounted in the wall to allow for illumination from an incandescent lamp attached 
out ide. A diaphragm expansion chamber is centrally fixed to the underside of the bowl. 
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The bowl l' ts upon three antivibrational rubber-covered rods extcndilla from the wall 
and held by corre ponding suspen ion cradles attached to the inner surface of a protective 
housing which urround the bowl. This housing is lined with hor ehair so a to pro,ide a 
cushion for the bowl. A filler hole extends through the side wall of the latter. The instrument 
is de igned to be mounted upon a horizontal surface by means of four bolts in the base of the 
housing with rubber shock-absorbing collar attached. 

Compensation of the type hown in the illu tration is effected by mean of a com pen ation 
block made of wood, with holes to hold the nece ary correcting magnets . This block is fa tened 
either above or below the card with its vertical axi extended coinciding with th at of the 
bearing po t . Another model of this instrument ha four compensation tubes attached to the 
outer wall of the hou ing, one pair being parallel to the fore-and-aft line of the aircraft and the 
other athwart hips. The required number of magnets are placed within these t]Jbes. 

The Mark II instrument has a period of approximately 18 second and a damping constant 
of 10. It weighs approximately 3.3 pound. 

PENTZ COMP ASS. 

The de ign of the Pentz liquid (kerosene) damped compa s (fig. 5) is a departure from 
the u ual practice. The entire compass ystem, including card bearing, and bearing post, i 
held upended by a float chamber in the 
damping liquid within the pherical bowl. 

Extending downward from the float (60 
millimeter diameter) and attached at points 
diametrically opposite each other are two 
light flat rods, at the lower extremitie of 
which is attached a horizontal wire ring ap
proximately 92 millimeters in diameter. The 
bearing post, centrally located and supporting 
a sapphire cup at its upper extremity, is sus
pended from two wire , extending downward 
from the ring to the lower end of the post. 
This arrangement will be under tood by refer
ring to the illustration at the loft of Figure 5. 

The card and magnetic element are very nearly identical with those employed in the 
General Electric type B compass previously described, the principal dimen ions being the 
arne. The point of difference lies in the manner of preventing the alloy pi,ot from leaving the 

cup ocket . The ball and socket cage of the type B instrument is replaQed in the Pentz by 
a shallow pan- haped member attached to the upper surface of the card frame and restricted 
in vertical motion by coming in contact with the lower surface of the float before the card ha 
lifted far nough for the pivot to leave the socket in which the jewel cup is held. 

l'he de igner of thi in trument has endeavored to overcome the errors due to swirling, 
by inclosll1a the sy tern described above in a spherical bowl the upper half of which (95 milli
meters in ide diameter) is of glass and the 10\\-e1' half of brass . The apparent ize of the card 
when viewed through the phere is magnified. A tight joint b t'Yeen the hemi pherical halns 
i secured by means of a rubber gasket and a crew collar threaded to a houlder forming part 
of the lower half . This houlder overhangs the ring-shal cd base or the mounting bracket 
and three felt, piral sprina , antivibrational upports similar to tho e u eel in the Creaah-Osborne 
compa s support the bowl. A combination air trap, expan ion chamber, and compen ation 
box imilar to the Creagh-Osborne device surmounts the bowl. A wire lubber-line i mounted 
both inside and outside the bowl, and parallax is avoided by ighting pa t the two line. 

This instrument, in addition to it capacity a~ a compa s, i useful as an inclinometer. 
V hen u ed in this ~ervice a circular spot paint cl centrally upon the top float surface is ob ened 
with reference to a mall circle cut upon the gla with the top hole of the phere as center. 
A econd circle engra,ecl upon the gla at the equator i used with reference to the 92-milli
meter wire ring which form part of the floating y t m within the bowl. 

The Pentz compa s ha a period of about 12 econd and a damping con tant of 40. It 
weighs about 3.3 pounds. 
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DESCRIPTIONS OF BRITISH COMPASSES. 

CnEAGH·OSBORNE Am COMPASS, TYPE 5/17. 

The Creagh-Osborne au: comI ass, type 5/ 17 (fig. 6) h as been one of the roost widely used 
aircraft compas es . It is be t adapted to service on scout planes where the advantages of a 
quick period instrument are desired. The compa s is of the liquid damped type (alcohol of 
0.84 specific gravity damping fluid ) and is equipp d with a card totally different from that 
employed in most compa ses . 

The card consists of a pan-shaped thin section of white metal (4 millimeters greatest 
diameter ), which with the magnetic elements and pivot is 0 light as to I' quire no float. The 
horizontal base surface of the card is cut away so as to leave four spoke members extending 
outward from the center to support the rim; the lower edge of the latter is inclined inward 
toward the pivot at an angle of 30° from the vertical. The two bar magnets (40 millimeters 
length) are suspended below the card (25 millimeters between centers) upon wire suspensions. 
The agate pivot is mounted upon a bras stem attached at the center of the card and re ts 

FIG.6.- rcagb·Osborne air compass, Type 5/17. FIG. 7.-Creagb·Osborue aero compass, Type 259. 

in a sapphire cup held on a central post. A vertical adj ustable wire extends from the inside 
upper surface of the bowl to within a shor t distance from the top center of the card and prevents 
the latter hom leavina the cup bearing. The lubber-line fixture is mounted inside the bowl, 
as shown by the illustration. 

The bowl is approximately spherical ( 0 millimeters in ide diameter) except at the front 
where a short cylindrical proj ection e-'(tends inclined at an angle of 26° above the horizontal. 
This xtension is capped by the cover-ala s inclined back from the lower edge at an angle of 
26° from the vertical. A nonleak joint is made between cover-gla s and bezel ring by the u e 
of a rubber gasket. An air trap and also a chamber for holding the compensating magnets in 
proper position are mounted at the top of the bowl. The air trap i arranged so a to collect 
any air bubbles which may form in the liquid and to allow for liquid expansion. Two filler holes 
are provided, one upon the air trap and the other upon the bowl it elf. 

The bowl is fitted with three lugs which hold it upon th upporting members of the mount
ing bracket. F elt wa her at the points of attachment between the bracket lugs care for ver tical 
vibration, while flat pir'al springs are provided at the points of support to relieve the hori
zontal vibrations . A small electric bulb mounted with suitable hield upon the verge ring 
provide illumination for the card. 

The Creaah-Osborne air compass ha a period of from to 10 seconds and weighs 2. 
pounds. 
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CREAGH· OSBORNE AERO OMPASS, TYPE 259. 

The Creacrh-Osborne aero compass, type 259 (fig. 7) is of the vertical card, liquid-damped 
type (alcohol mLxture damping liquid). The card is formed of a mica band (50 millimeters in 
diameter and 13 millimeters in height) divided at 10° intervals and with luminous numerals 
every 30°. The cardinal points are lettered with luminous material. The card i carried by a 
float chamber with recessed cavity in its lower surface where the agate pivot is mounted upon a 
brass stem. The pivot rests upon a sapphire cup held in a socket at the upper extremity of the 
bearing post, the latter being mounted upon the bowl ba e. The float is restricted in vertical 
motion by a wire extending from the top of the bowl with a small hood at its lower extremity. 
This hood comes directly over the center of the float and prevents it from liftincr far enough 

. for the pivot to slip from the cup socket. 
The main bowl chamber is approximately spherical (70 millimeters inside diameter) ,vith 

a forward exten ion of circular section to which the vertical glass i attached, and with dia
phragm expansion chamber at the back in a protective housing. A luminous lubber-line and 
a horizontal reference line are mounted inside 
the bowl, as hown in the illu tration. The 
clearance between card and lubber-line i 12 
millimeters. 

Four lugs attached to the bowl provide 
for mounting upon the surrounding bracket 
ring with corresponding mounting clip. Felt 
washers and light compre sian springs are 
u ed at the points of attachment to take up 
vibration. A cylindrical box to contain cam
pen ating magnets i attached at the top of 
the ring, while a pede tal properly drilled for 
mounting is bolted at the lower side. 

The campa s de cribed above has a period 
of approximately 25 seconds and weigh 2.1 
pounds. 

A much larger model of this in trument 
ha been constructed and is known as 
type 256. 

CREAGH·OSBORNE AERO COMPASS, TYPE 253. 

The Creagh-O borne aero compas , type 
253 (fig. ), is de igned for use on the larger 
type of aircraft. This compass i liquid 

F IG. .-Creagh·Osborne aero compass, Type 253. 

damped (alcohol damping fluid) and is provided with a mica horizontal card 112 millimeters 
in diameter mounted upon a uitable float chamber. An agate pivot in a recessed cavity in 
the lower float surface re t upon a apphire cup on the bearing po t. 

The bowl i of bra s, has an in ide diameter of 150 millimeters and depth of 0 millimeters. 
A diaphragm expan ion chamber 113 millin1etel in diameter is attached at it base. The card 
clears the lubber-line at the back of the bowl by approximately 10 millimeters. The ob erva
tion glas , held by a verge ring with rubber ga ket, cap the bowl and a hinged cover erves as 
a protection for the glass. 

The inner bowl above de cribed i upended upon four corrugated hock-ab orbing springs 
held inside a surrounding brass housing-cylinder approximately 200 millimeters in diameter. 
The space between outer and inner bowl is packed with hal' ehair intended a a shock,absorhing 
medium. The outer bowl i provided with lug for mounting. 

The instrument has a period of approximately 25 econds and weigh about 7 pound. 
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R. A. F . PILOT'S COMPA S, MARK II. 

The compass shown at the right of Figure 9 is a liquid-damped vertical card instru
ment known a the R. A. F. Pilot' Compass, Mark II. The circular metal frame holding 
the lertical celluloid card ring (6 millimeters in diameter and 17 millimeter in height) i 
attached to the float chamber by mean of four light L- haped spoke which also act a damping 
vane. The card divi ion arc marked upon the in terior urface of the ring and" back read
ing " are taken with reference to a vertical cur,eel wire attached at the back of the bowl which 
erves as a lubber-line. An aO"ate pivot i moun ted at the center of a recessed cavity in the 

lower float surface an 1 re ts upon a apphire cup mounted upon a suitable bearing po t. The 
pi,ot is prevented from leaving the cup, when the compa is in extreme position and under 
conditions of exces ive ,ibration, by mean of a light wire arm extending from the interior wall 
of the bowl to within a lery short di tance from the top center of the float. 

With a view to reducing errors in turns due to wirlinO" of the compa s liquid, the bowl 
of the R. ~. F. Pilot' ompa s is made as nearly ' pherieal as po::>sible. In order to com
pletely carry out this feature the interior urface of the observation gla s i concaved on a 

radiu equal to that of the 
bowl proper. Thi has the 
di ad,antage of reducing the 
apparent ize of the card, 
wh en v ie,,-ed through the 
gla , becau e of the lens 
effect caused by the con
cayity. Thi difficulty is over
come to ome extent by the 
11 e of a damping liquid (zylo1) 
pos e ing a high refractive 
index. The cover-gla ha a 
ciiameter of 7 millimeters, 
lopes backward from the 

lower ide at an angle of about 
55° from the vertical, and is 
held in place by an ordinary 
bezel ring with rubber ga ket 
at the j oio t . A miniature 
lamp mounted upon the bezel 

FIG. 9.-R. A. F. pilot's compass, ~rark n .. \ir compass, ~ra .. k II (quick period.) io a bielding soc kct ilIum i-
nates the interior of the bowl. A flexible diaphragm 100 millimeters in diameter covers 
the expan ion chamher attached below the bowl; the expansion chamber communicates 
with the bowl through two small holes in the ' pherical wall. Two filler plug. are provided 
at the top of the howl. 

The bowl i mounted in a protectiYe housing by means of four lugs which rest upon felt 
wa her tOTelieve vertical hock. Four trips of pho phor bronze attached to the sides of the 
bowl with their extre::nit ies touching the inner 'urface of the housing ca e react again t 
vibrational motion in a horizontal plane. 

The compensating device extends beneath the bowl and consi ts of two vertical erie 
of horizontal tubes (one serie fore-and-aft and the other athwartships) in which the correcting 
magnets may be placed. The latter are preyented from lipping out by a cylindrical sleeve 
which urrounds them. 

Inasmuch as this instrument wa de ianed to be free from the northerly turning error, char
acteri tic of quick-period in trument , it is heavily dalllp d and ha a long period of wmg 
,-arying in different mo leIs between 40 and 60 seconds, 54 econds being a common value. The 
weight of the cOmpas i about 4.9 pound. 
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AIR COMPASS, MARK n (QUICK PE RIOD). 

The air campa ,Mark II (quick period) shown at the left in Figure 9 is identical with the 
R. A. F . Pilot' Campa s, Mark II, described abo,e, jnsofar as the bowl and mounting are con
cerned. The magnetic y tern and compen ating de,ice differ materially, however. 

The magnetic y tem somewhat r sembI that mployed in the Creagh-Osborne 5/ 17 in tru
ment and is so light as to require no float. The car l has the form of a truncated cone with a 
diameter at the bottom of 51 millimeteI tapering upward to a diameter of 63 millimeter at the 
top. This conical urface of thin sheet bra s bars the card markina and ha a height of 10 
mil limeters measured alona a generating clement. It i attached to the pivot hub by four bra s 
,"'ir s. The pivot i of agate and re t in a apphire cup mounted upon a bearing post imilar 
to that of the instrument above de cribed. The two bar magnet, 50 millimeters in length, are 
su pended below the card (30 millimeters b tween centers) upon light wire . The rotating 
system 1 prevented from lifting off th bearing by a ,,-ire retaining-arm imilar to that u cd in 
the R. A. F . pilot' compa . 

The campen ating device i mounted aboye the card and consists of two bras tubes (one 
fore-and-aft, the other athwartships) of sufficient diameter to allow everal correcting magnets 
to be in erted. T he latter are prevented from fall ing out by a rotating bra sleeve held in 
po ition by a thumb nut. 

This instrument is rather heavily damped but has a much horter period of swing than 
the pilot's compa . The di position of the campen ating devic make it better adapted to 
mounting on certain planes. The 'weight of thi in trument i approximately 4. 9 pound . 

CAMPBELL-BENNETT APERIOD IC CO;\IPASS, TYPE 6/18, MA RK II . 

Among the rna t intere ting of the more recent campa se i that developed by G. R. C. 
Campbell and G. T. Bennett, of the Admirftlty Compas Observatory, lough, England, and 
known as the aperiodic compas::> (fig. 10 and 11) . Wi h in trument of the ordinary type, a 
deflection of the rotating y tern from it position of re t is followed by a motion of 0 cillation 
of the y tern. In ca e where the damping coefficient i mall, the 0 cillation continues for 
some time on either ide of the equilibrium position with ever dimini hing amplitude. By 
increa ing the damping co fficient, however, it i pas ible to make the motion "aperiodic," 
i. e., the system return to equilibrium wi hout a cillation. The Campbell-Bennett compa i 
designed to po e this char'act 1'i tic. The following de cription is intended to given an idea 
of the important feature of th in trument: 

FIG IO.-Campbell·l3ennett aperiodic compass, Type 6/1 , 
Mark U. 

. ~---
FIG. 1 I.-Campbell· Bennett aperiodic compass, Type 6/1 , J\Iark II 

Referring to Figure 11, the rotatina element i een to consi t of a " pider" of eight wires 
radiating from a main hub member at the center of which the agate pivot i mounted (pivot 
point i in the plane of the wire). These wire are of bra s or copper, ha,e a diameter of 

4239G-25t--3 
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approximately 0.47 millimeter, and extend along the radii of a circle approximately 90 milli
meters in diameter. The wires are equally paced. heet-metalletter attached to the prop I' 

wires de ignate the cardinal point. The ix bar magnets are suspended in sui table frames 
below the Ie spider," three at either ide of the pi,ot. The end pieces of the su pension frames 
supportinO' these magnets are triangular in shape and hold each et of three magnets 0 that 
the individual bars are approximately 7 millimeter between center. The object of a rotating 
element cons tructed in tIllS way is obviou ly to bring about the condition of high damping 
resistance without appreciably increasing the moment of inertia of the sy tern. 

The pivot of the rotating element rest upon a apphire cup held at the top of an adjustable 
bearing po t, which is mounted cen trally upon a bridge member spanning the diaphragm 
expan ion-ba e of the bowl. The jewel cup it elf re t upon a small piece of cork which acts 
as a cushion. In one of the models (fig. 10) the pivot i prevented from leaving the cup bearing 
by mean of a flanged ring attached to the bearing post and overhanging a smaller ring forming 
par t of th magnet frame. In a second model (fig. 11) a hood-shaped member extend dow'l1-
ward directly above the cen ter of the rotating element from a wire bridge forming the lubber
line and panning the top of the bowl. 

The bowl is of brass, cylindrical in form, and has a depth of 52 millimetCl an 1 a maximum 
in ide diameter of approximately 136 millimeters. A m iniatme electric bulb is attached at one 
side and projects its ray through a ground-glass window in the ide a to illuminate the 
interior of the container. A filler plug is pro,ided at one ide. In addit ion to the expansion 
base a serie of three diaphragm boxes to care for liquid expan ion is attached underneath the 
bowl. The bO'wl is covered by a gla crystal 117 millimeters in diameter which is urmounted 
by a rotatable bearing plate with foul' parallel w1re extending in a. north-south direction anI 
spaced a.pproximately 20 millim tel's apart. The bearing plate is graduated in 2° interval , 
with each 10° interval numbered and with the car tinal points lettered. 

Three lugs spaced at equal angular inter,als around the base of the bowl re t upon shock
:absorbing wa her of ftbrous material mounted upon cylindrical hollow pedestals crewed to 
,a circular ba e casting of aluminum. The abole-mentioned shock-absorbing wa hers care for 
ver tical vibrations, while piral brass prings inside the cylindrical pedestals are attached to 
bolts from the mounting lug so as to relieve horizontal ,ibration. A vertical compensating 
pillar threaded into the base is eh'illed with two serie of holes (one fore-and-aft, the other 
athwartship ) in which the mall compensating magnets may be placed at suitable distances 
from the magnetic element to provide the nece sary compensation. A brass sleeve slides 
over the compensation tube and serve to hold the magnets in place. 

The in trument a described ,,"eighs 6 pounds. It requires about 15 second for the 
magnetic ystem to come to re t after a deflection of 45° from the equilibrium position. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF FRENCH COMPASSES. 

AERO AUTIQUE M fL ITAlR E COMPA - NO COMPE SATED TYPE. 

The Vion Aeronautique Mili taire compass (fig. 12) is of the noncompensate 1 type. Thi 
instrument is liquid damped (alcohol mixture) and ha a horizontal card. The latter, in the 
form of a ring of compo ition material resembling hard rubber, has a diameter of 70 millimeters 
and bear luminous markings at 10° intervals, with numeral of luminous material at the 30° 
points. The letters marking the cardinal point are also luminous. The card is carried on a 
float chamber with two magnet inclosed in bra tube attached to the under surface. The 
hardened alloy pivot i mounted upon a bridge member panning the diaphragm expansion 
base of the bowl, while the sapphire cup is et in a rece ed cavity in the lower surface of the 
flo at. The diaphragm base is protected from mechanical injmy by a metal cap which cover it. 

The bowl ha a depth of 46 millimeter and an inside diameter of 92 millimeters, thu 
allowing a clearance of 11 mill imeters between the car 1 and the wall of the bowl. A lubber-line is 
suitably mounted in the bowl. A tapped and plugged filler hole in the side allow for replen
ishment of the liquid when leakage occurs or bubbles form. A nickled rim divided in degree 
and properly marked surmounts the bowl. An adjustable index sliding along the rim i pro
vided for the convenience of the pilot in setting hi CoUl ~ e . 
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The su pen ion of this instrument i by means of gimbals and an ordinary yoke mounting 
bracket. The compass is constructed largely of bra s and weighs about 3.3 pounds. It has 
a period of approximately 17 seconds and damping constant of 9. 

AERONAUTIQUE MILITAIRE 1 COMPASS-COMPENSATED TYPE. 

The Aeronautique Militaire 1 compass (fig. 13) is one of the most recent of the French 
in truments. It is of the liquid-damped (alcohol mixture), horizontal-card type. Vertical 
reading is made possible by use of the prism seen in the illustration. 

The card, in the form of a mica ring 75 millimeters in diameter, bear two ets of divi ions, 
one et erect for direct reading and the other set inverted and reversed for observations through 
the prism. The divi ions for direct reading are spaced at 5° intervals with numerals at the 
20° point, while the divisions for prism readings are spaced at 2}2° intervals with numerals 
at the 10° point. The cardinal point are marked with luminous letters. 

The card i mounted on a float chamber of usual design with two magnets attached to the 
lower surface ~lS in the instrument previou ly described. This compass differs from the former 

FIG. 12.-A6ronnutique militaire compass, noncompensated type. FIG. 13.-A6ronautique militaire 1 compass, compensated type. 

Vion in trument, however, in that th pivot (jewel in bra tem) of thi model i mounted 
in a recessed cavity in the lower float surface, while the cup of the former type wa carried by 
the float. The jewel cup is held upon a rubber cu hion in a socket upon a bearing po t mounted 
at the center of the bowl base. 

The bowl ha a depth of 37 millim ters and an in ide diameter of 106 millimeter. A 
shelf extending from the wall of the latter bear the luminous lubber-line. A nickeled rim 
divided in degree and properly marked urmounts the bowl and ob ervation gla s. An 
adju table index liding inside the rim i provided for the convenience of the pilot in etting 
hi course. A filler hole passe throuO"h the bowl base and at one. ide of the latter a ground
glas window is et directly above a miniature lamp held in its ocket upon a protective cover 
plate just below the ba e. Thi plate which i Cl·ewed to a ring exten ion of the bowl al 0 

cover the diaphragm expan ion chamber with which the in trument i equipped. 
A vertical lotted compen ation olumn fa tened c ntrally upon the protective cover plate 

carries two aclju table sliding collar in which the correcting magnet are ecured. This com
pen ating device is covered by a tube threaded to a collar on the cover plate. 

The compa bowl rest in a mounting ring provided ,vith two hub which arc upported 
upon rubber hock-absorbing di k fi"{ed upon the arm of a yoke mounting bracket. 

The compa s a described ha a period of approximately 16 econds and a damping con
stant of 7.5. It weight i approximately 6 pound. 
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MAUVE COMPASS-NO COMPENSATED TYPE. 

The M au\e noncompen ated compass (fig . 14) is of the liquid-damped (alcohol mi:'{ture) 
horizontal-card type. The card, having a diameter of 55 millimeters , marked with nonluminous 

material and with circumferential divi ion placed at 5° 
intervals, i carried by a mall float member. The ap
phire bearing cup i set in a mall rcces ed cavity at the 
under side of the float and re ts upon a hardened alloy 
pi\ot mounted centrally upon a bridge member extending 
aero the bottom of the bowl. Two bar magnet 50 
millimeters in length and attached to the under ide of the 
float erve as magnetic element . 

The bowl i hemi pherical (90 millimeters diameter) 
with an expan ion diaphragm base. A tal ped and plugged 
filler hole passes through the side of the bowl. 0 fixed 
lubb r-line or graduated bowl rim i provided, but a mall 
adju table index lides in a circular path abo\e t.he cry. tal 
to any de ired etting. 

The bowl i upended by mean of six coiled wire 
F IG. 14.-lIfam-e compass, llollcompensatcd type. springs; three at either ide of the in trument and attached 

at the extremitie of a bra yoke- haped mounting bracket. 
The in trument de cribed weigh 1.7 pounds, has a period of approximately 25 econd and 

a damping coefficient of 10. 
MAUVE COMPA S-COMPENSATED TYPE. 

The M auve compen ated compass (fig . 15) i liquid damped (alcohol mixture) and so 
con tru cted that the card may be directly read either horizontally or vertically. The top or 
horizontal card ur~ace of the cylindrical float, 
upon which the luminous graduation are 
marked at 10° interval again t a black back
ground ha a diameter of 70 millimeters. 
The cylindrical vertical card m face of the 
float 1 millimeter in height bears im.i
lar marking to be ob erved through the 
openinD' in the side of the bowl. The two 
cylindrical magnetized bars approximately 
60 millimeter in length are upended 26 
millimeters between centers at the lower ide 
of th float . The latter carrie in a uitable 
canty a apphire cup and i upportcd by a 
harden d alloy pivot upon ''1hich the cup 
1'e t . 

The vcrtical surfaces of the heet bras 
cylindrical bowl erve a a protective hou ing 
for a heavy gla rinD' (3Y2 millimeters in 
thickn ,40 millimeters in height, and with 
an in ide diameter of 6 millimeter ) whicb 
urrounds the card. Tbis ring re ts on a 

ga ket at the bottom of the metal bowl and 
i clo cd at the top by the glass crystal which 
al 0 1'e t on a uitable ga ket rendering the 
joint free from leaks. The card i vi ible 

FIG. J5.-1Inu\·c compass, compen ated ty pe. 

through the gla ring which is exposed to vi w at either ide through an opening in the protec
tive bowl hou ing. The corrugated expansion ba e of the bowl is also covered by thi housing 
and the filler hole i tapped and plugged in the base. The bowl is provided with a rim divided 
in degTee along which a sliding index and index bar are adj ustable a de ired by the pilot. 
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The vertical cylindrical compensating shaft 150 millimeter long i mounted centrally at 
the base of the bowl and has two sliding blocks each carrying two compensating magnets ver
tically adj ustabie upon it. The compensating device is covered by a protective cap of alumi
num held in place by a hex-nut threaded to the lower extremity of the compensating shaft. 

The mounting bracket of aluminum is yoke shaped 
H,nd is fastenc0 to the bowl by means of four brass springs 
at each side. 

The instrument weighs approximately 2.4 pounds, and 
has a period of a bou t 24 seconds. 

DEVRIES AND COURBET COMPASS. 

The Dc Vric and Courbet liquid-damped (alcohol 
mixture) compa s (fig. 16) is of the combination hori
zontal and vertical card type. The horizontal smface 
of the float (55 millimeter diameter) is marked at 10° 
interval with luminou material, -while the cylindri
cal vertical surface (13 millimeters height) bears similar 
marKings which may be viewed from either side of the 
bowl through the gla ring ' which serve as a part of 
the liquid container. A luminou lu bbel'-line consist FIG. l6.- De Vries and Courbet compass. 

ing of a wire of mall diameter is placed at the center of the observation opening. The float 
is of the usual form for this type of compass and is mounted .upon a hardened alloy pivot 
extending upward from a bridge member above the expansion bowl base to support the 
apphiro cup member of the float. 

The gla s crystal caps the glass ring container (70 millimeters inside diameter), the joint 
being made tight by a uitable gasket. second ga ket i provided at the ba. e of the bowl 

FlO. li.-rrhe 1l~lonodcp" compass . 

to serve as a seat for this ring. Two adjustable circular 
sliding indices 1 0° apart are provided for the use of the 
pilot, in course setting. 

The protective bowl housing surrounding the glass con
tainer ring is of sheet metal and has two hubs attached 
diametrically opposite each other by which the in trument 
i uspended . The e hubs carry at their outer extremities 
the hock-ab orbing u pension devices, each of which con
i ts of four mall compression springs radiating at 90° 

intervals from the hub and attached in the circular open
ing found at the extremitie of the aluminum yoke-shaped 
mounting bracket. . 

Thi in trument is provided with a device intended 
for compensation. It consist merely of a short brass tube 
attached to the ba e of the bowl and slotted to hold the 
small compensation magnets in position along two axes 
90° apart. The compen ation tube ha a threaded eetion 

at its lower extremity and a knurled cap is supposed to draw the lotted ection of the tube 
together and thus to clamp the magnets in place. The amount of compen ation is regulated 
by the number, length, and location of magnet u ed. 

This instrument weighs 1.7 pounds and ha a period of approximately 15 second. 

THE "MONODEP" COM P ASS. 

The "Monodep" dry or air damped compass (fig . 17) ha several intere ting features 
which deserve mention. In place of the u ual cylindrical haped magnetic elements, this instru
ment is equipped with two very thin magnetized plates mounted parallel to each other, with 
flat surfaces vertical, upon a vertical spindle with lo"er jewel pivot bearing. The card is al 0 

mounted a hort di tance below the upper extremity of the pindle and the latter is upported 
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near its upper end by a brass frame ecured to the compass bowl. The spindle carries at its 
upper end above the card a mall pinion which mates with the second pinion of a train of four 
small gears connecting with a small pindle holding a horizontal rotating arm with a black 
circular di k at its extremity. The gear train multiplies any motion of the magnetic element 
and card relative to the bowl so that the circular disk index execute a movement just four 
times as great as that of the card. In this manner the movements of the magnetic element are 
magnified so that greater precision may be obtained in the compass readings. 

The card is 65 millimeters in diameter, divided into 360 0 and with no figures or letters 
except tho e at the cardinal points and a red star to mark the north point. 

The brass frame upon which the mechani m is mounted is securely fastened into an alumi
num alloy bowl with a glass top surmounted by a circle divided into 90 equal parts marked 
at 100 intervals from 0 to 90 0

• The bowl is swung in gimbals with a uitable yoke shaped 
mounting bracket of aluminum alloy. 

Mounted at the center of the glass top is a cylindrical bra s box containing the reduction 
train which accounts for the motion of a transparent celluloid pointer with a star at its extremity 

FIG. I .-Fave air damped compass. 

underneath the glas. This celluloid 
pointer moves tlu:ough an angle of 90 0 

when the bra index-blind pointer to 
which it is connected above the gla s is 
moved by the pilot through an angle of 
3600

• The compass i so constructed 
that one of the cardinal points of the 
card lie opposite the lubber-line when 
the index points to the 0-90 0 point of 
the exterior divided circle of the instru
ment. 

In establi hing a definite compa s 
course the brass pointer is turned until 
the star on the celluloid pointer holds a 
position directly above the place which 
the north marking of the card should 
occupy. The brass index-blind pointer 
will then be in a position directly over the 
circular disk index. Any deviation from 
this setting will be shown by a movement 
of the index equal to four times the move
ment of the card. It is thus seen that 

the pilot, in reading his compass, notes the quadrant in which the star or north point on the 
card is located and reads from the exterior divided circle the exact point indicated by the index 
and the bras marker which is directly above it. 

The in trument, complete, weighs 1.2 pound . 

FA vI': AID-DAMPED COMPASS. 

This compass (fig. 18), conceived by the French hydrographic engineer Fave, is without a 
doubt one of the mo t beautiful and delicate examples of the instrument maker's art. It is 
of the dry or air damped type and i designed £01' service on lighter-than-air craft. 

The main rotating element is made up of a skillfully formed and balanced spider of slender 
drawn glass or quartz threads radiating from a central hub upon which the magnetic element 
is mounted. The thread radiate as generatrices of three different surfaces. The first is a 
horizontal plane urface (150 millimeters in diameter) in which the 12 bar magnet are also 
fixed in a suitable frame. The second surface is that of a cone with its apex near the bearing 
and with an apex angle of approximately 60 0

, while the third surface i also that of a cone 
with it apex similarly placed, but with an apex angle of approximately 300

_ The thread of 
the three surfaces are held in place by other threads forming circular rings and attached to 
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the element threads by minute beads. This sy tem moving in the surrounding air furnishes the 
damping effect. 

One element of the horizontal surface lying parallel to the magnets, and thu along the 
meridian, i more rugged than the others and ha the point and tail of an arrow attached at the 
respective extremities of the pine and pointino- toward the north and south magnetic poles. 
This rotating sy tem i mounted on a jewel bearing (jewel cup on card, alloy pivot on post) at 
the center bearing post, which is pro vi led with a device imilar to that found in transit com
pa es for lifting the rotating part when not in use from its bearing and against a guide rod 
extending from the crystal. Thi lifting device i operated by a knurled thumb nut mounted at 
the ide of the case. The N element of the sy tem extends to within about 1 millimeter from 
a horizontal annular disk attached to the ide of the bowl anCl bearing the scale divi ion 
marked by degrees from 0 to 360. 

The bowl, which i covered by a gla s cry tal, ha an inside diameter of 17 millimeters 
and depth of 100 millimeters. The in trument is mounted in gimbals as shown. It weigh 
5.4 pound, has a period of 9 second, and a damping coeffLCient of 5. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF GERMAN COMPASSES. 

KAJSERLICHE MARINE KOMPASS. 

The Rai erliche marine kompa s (fig. 19) has a horizontal card (100 millimeters diameter) 
on a cylindrical float 65 millimeter in diameter and 19 millimeter cleep. A jewel cup mounted 

F IG. 19.-K8iserliche marine kompass. 

in a canty in the lower urface of the float re ts upon an alloy pivot on a pring supported by a 
bearing post extending from a bridge member at the ba e. Two flat bar magnet are attached at 
the bottom of the float. The card i o-raduated in 5° inter,al with di tincti,e marking for 
the cardinal point. On the inner urface of the bowl are four black line (on white) at 90° 
intervals. These lines are repeated a whi te mark on the outer ring which hold the gla III 

place. 
The bowl i cylindrical (135 millimeter in diameter and 65 millimeter deep) and contains 

alcohol as a damping liquid. At the bottom i a weio-hted ap carrying a mall ele tric lamp at 
its center. The ba e of the bowl i formed by a corrugated metal expansion diaphragm. In the 
center of thi diaphragm i a circular gla window through which light from the lamp enter 
the bowl. I nternal reflection in the bowl provide u~cient illumination for the face of the 
card. 

A unique feature of the in trument i an index pointer mounted on the card, which may be 
set from the out ide. A plunger, with a knob on the out ide and a cogged di k on the inside 
end, is held in a packing box through the center of the gla . By pressing down on the knob , 
the cogged disk is engaged in a imilar di k on th pointer. At the ame time a stiff spring 
under the pivot i compre sed and the float i lowered until a cogged rim around the cup engages 
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a similar ring on the pivot support. Then the pointer may be set by turning the knob while the 
car 1 r emain tationary. 

The bowl i hung in hea,,}, gimbal mounted in a yoke which is piyoted 0 a to he adju table 
upon the upporting bracket. The yoke carrie an index line and a clamping crew, and the 

bracket a scale marked from + 10 through 0 to - 10. 
The slotted compensating magnet column extend 
lownward from the upporting bracket to which it is 
attached and has two sliding ollar adjustable 
,erticall)T for holding the correcting maO'nets. A 
detachable heet-metal co,ef protects the compen-
ating magnets. 

The period of this in trument i about 25 econd 
Tt weight i 6.4 pound. 

LUDOLPH ARMEE KOMPAS I. 

FIG. 2O.-Ludolph armcc kompass 1. 

The Ludolph coml as (fig. 20) IS of the liquid
damped (alcohol mixture) type. The float i cylindrical 
in hape, about 70 millimeter in diameter and 35 milli
meters in depth, and bear a be,cled projecting rim 
around the lower edO'e. Four magnet in the form of 

cylindrical rod are attached at the bottom of the £1 at. The upper face , forming the horizontal 
card, i graduated in 10° interval wi th the cardinal point marked andletLered. The ,-ertical 
face of the float bear two identical cale graduated at 5° inten-al from 0 to 360. The ower 
cale i on the beveled rim and the upper cale i eparated from it by a colored band , red for 

the north and blue for th outh half of the cales. The 
pivot, which i of alloy, i upported by a mall bra post 
at the bottom of the bowl. A apphire cup is set in the 
float. 

The bowl i hemi pherical in hal e (abou t 120 milli
meter in diam tel' and 0 millimeter in dep th) with a 
rectangular proj e tion at the ide, 70 millimeters wide and 
50 millimeters deep, whi h is covered by a glass b eryation 
window. At the bottom of the bowl i a metal diaphraQ'm 
chamber to compen ate for expan ion of the damping liquid. 
A filling hole with a threaded plug, an 1 a mall circular 
window over which a lamp may be attached are found on 
the bowl. The horizontal face bears a scale around the rim 
graduated at 5° intervals, and at the center of the gla i 
pivoted a m tal pointer. The in ide of the bowl i painted 
white and bear two lubber-lines, a black mark for the hori
zontal face of the carel and a black wire for the yertical 
face. 

No proyj ion i made for attaching com[ en atinO' 
magn t . Two mall anO'le bracket at the top of the 
bowl are used for mounting the compa . The compa 
weigh 2.9 pound . 

The Ludolph armee kompa II is imilar to the in tru
ment ju t de cribed but i omewhat larO'er. The bowl is 
about 135 millimeter in di ameter and 90 millimeters in 
depth. 

SENDT ' ER ARM EE KOMPASS Ill. 

FIG . 21.-Sendtncl' Al'mee kompass III . 

The endtner armee kompa . III (fig. 21 ) is of the liquid-damped (alcohol mi..'>;:ture), 
horizontal-card type. The card ( 5 millimeter diameter) graduated in 10° in terval i carried 
by a float of u ual de ign . The car ::linal point of the cal'd are eli tinctively marked and let-
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teredo Numeral~ are found at the 30° point. An alloy pi,ot i carried in an indented cayity 
in the lower surface of the float while the jewel cup Ulon which the pivot rest i supported 
upon a po t with pring hock-ab orbing cup ocket at it upper end. The Jp.agnetic element 
arc seale 1 in ide the Doat chamber. 

The bowl is cylindrical, 115 millimeter in diameter and 60 millimeters deep. A metal 
pointer piyotecl at the center of the gla , may be et to any de ired angle a indicated by a 
scale graduated at 10° interval on the rim of the bowl. The interior of the bowl is painted 
white and bears four black lubber-line under the 90° point of the exterior scale. The ba e 
of the bowl is formed by a metal diaphragm in the center of which is set a ground-gla s window'. 
A heayily weighted cap containing an electric lamp co\-er the ba e. Two £lexible wires from 
the lamp lead to bindinO' post on the upportinO' yoke. 

The gimbal u pen ion of the bo\d i mounted in a yoke which i adjustable upon the 
bracket upport. A gl'oo,ed compen ation column with adju table lider holding the cor
recti nO' magnet i mounted below the bracket. 

Thi in trument ha a period of approximately 25 seconds. It weight i 4. pounds. 

PFADFINDER ARMEE KOMPA sm. 

The Pfadfinder armee kompa III (fiO'. 22) i of liquid-damped (alcohol mL"\:ture) type 
with a horizontal card. The card ( .f millimeter 
in diam tel') i graduated at ] 0° intenals, with 
di tincti\-e markings for the cardinal points. It 
is fa tened to a float to which are attached two bar 
magnet inca ed in copper tubing. An alloy piYot 
on the float re ts in a jewel cup et on the end of 
a bearing post attached to a spieler at the bottom 
of the bowl. 

The bowl i about 120 millimeters in diameter 
and 70 millim tel's leep. Its ba e con i t of a 
metal diaphragm co,ered by a weighted cap. A rim 
graduated at 10° inten-als is et around the gIn. 
face of the bowl. In thi rim i al 0 a lamp ocket. 
At the center of the gla s i piYoted a mo,able 
pointer. The interior of the bowl i painted i,~hite 
with foul' black wire lubber-line et under the 90° 
points of the exterior scale. 

The bowl is upended in a gimbal ring mounted 
upon a yoke bracket upport. To thi bracket 

F IG. 22.-Pfarlfi nder armce kompnss rII . 

is al 0 attached the compen ation column calT}-jng the conecting magnet 
of the u ual form. A protectiYe ca e UlTound the compensating dence. 

Thi in trument weighs 5.5 pound. 

PFADFINDER AR fEE KOMPASS IV. 

in sliding collars 

The Pfadfinder armee kompa s IV (fig. 23), a liquid-damped (alcohol mixture) ompa s, 
has a combination horizontal and ,ertical card. The £loat "ith card marking upon it is cylin
drical and abou t 70 millimeters in diameter by about 23 millimeter in depth. The magnetic 
elements are eal cl in ide the float chamher. The horizontal face bears graduations at 10° 
intel'Yal ) with pecial markings and letter for the cardinal point. The ,ertical face is beyeled 
from each edge inward toward the center. Upon this face are two identical. cales graduated 
at 10° interyal from 0 to 360°. The cale are eparated by a colored band, blue from the 
o to the 1 0° cale cliyi ion and l' d for the remainder. The bearing i formed by an allo:, 
piyot attached in a cuyit!, in the lower £loat urface and re ting upon a sapphire cup supported 
by the usual form of bearing po t "ith 'pring hock-ab orbing ocket. 
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The cylindrical bowl is 105 millimeter in diameter and 5 millimeter in depth. The 
bottom is formed by a diaphragm expansion covering. On the cur\"ed surface of the bowl are 
a fillet' hole with threaded plug, and a window for viewing the vertical face of the card. The 
horizontal glass observation window is held in place by a metal ring graduated from 0° to 360° 
at 10° intervals. Thi ring al 0 contains the lamp socket. A movable pointer i pi\"oted at 
the center of the gla s. The in ide of the bowl is painted white. Two black wires, 180° apart, 
serve as lubber-lines for both faces of the card. 

The support con i t of a bracket, one end of which i formed into a circular plate wi th a 
clamping ring by which the campa s bowl i held in place. On the lower ide of the plate 

FIG. 2.1.-Pfadfinder armee kompass IV. FIG. 24.-Pfadflndcr kompass fUr aviatik. 

an aluminum bar projects, holding the compen ating magnets. An aluminum case proteds 
these magnets. There are two binding posts on the bracket, connected by wires to the lamp 
socket. 

This instrument has a period of approximately 25 second and weighs 3.2 pounds. 

PFADFINDER KOMPASS FUR AVIATIK. 

A campa s of the liquid-damped type is illustrated in Figure 24. The unusual form of 
bracket is used to mount the campa s upon a vertical member of the q,irplane structure remote 
from disturbing magnetic influences. The instrument may be mounted in the wing, as hown 
in Figure 25. The suppor t consists of a large aluminum bracket carrying an alummum bowl. 
The gimbal ring, in which the campa M i swung, i hung in this bowl by means of spring u pen
sions, which can be clearly seen in Fiaure 24. 

The horizontal card is 73 millimeters in diameter and i graduated at 5° intervals. The 
cardinal and 45° points are marked by black triangles, with the exception of the north point, 
which is marked by a red arrow. The card is flttached to the top of the float , in which are 
mounted two magnets. A sapphire cup on the float rests on an alloy pivot, which is supported 
from the base of the bowl. AI ohol is used a the damping liquid. 

The compass bowl is cylindrical, about 110 millimeters in diameter and 75 millimeters 
deep . The base i formed by a metallic diaphragm pierced by a hole which connects the bowl 
with a flat expan ion chamber of corrugated metal. A heavy lead disk forms a protecting cap. 
At one side of the bowl is a filling hole stopped by a threaded plug. 
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The face of the bowl shows an intere ting departure from the usual practice. A fixed 
glass carrie~ the lubber-line, a black radial line which is continued down on the inside of the 
bowl. Above the fixed glas i a second glass set in a bra s ring, which i graduated in single 
degrees from 0 to 360 . A red radial line extends from the center of this glass to the zero point 
of the scale. Glass and ring may be turned as a unit by means of two brass knob on the ring. 
Outside of the movable ring is a metal ring, carrying an 
index mark directly over the lubber-line. This ring may 
be clamped by means of two screws with long project
ing heads et 90° away from the index mark. Clamping 
this ring also clamps the movable ring. 

This instrument has a period of about 25 second. 
It weighs 4.9 pounds with the mounting bracket. 

REMOTE INDI CATING A D REMOTE CONTROL COMPASS. 

Among the mo t interesting of foreign aircraft in tru
ment is the Bamberg remote indicating and remote con
trol compass (figs. 26 to 31, inclusive). In this compass 
arrangement we find an ingenious design in which diffi
cul ties due to disturbing magnetic influences from the 

t 

F IG . 25.-Wing mounti ng of compass. 

motor and elsewhere are avoided, by locating the magnetic compass element at a position 
remote from these conditions which ordinarily pre ent uch a erious ob tacle to the proper 
functioning of the instrument. Intended for use on the larger type of aircraft, the Bamberg 
compass ystem serves as a means of control between the na,igator or observer and the pilot 
who e position in the aircraft may be at some di tance from the na-rigator' tation. 

The magnetic compass.-The magnetic compass upon which the sy tem depends for its 
indication is a comparatively hea,y liquid-filled type mounted in gimbals and having a period 
of 25 second . The compass bowl ha an inside diameter of 145 millimeter and i equipped 
at its base with an expansion chamber consi ting of two flexible metallic diaphragm boxes. 

The magnetic element is of the float type, but instead of a card graduated in the ordillfl.ry 
manner i t carrie a metal disk cut in uch a shape as to act as a blind in regulating the passage 
of rays of light projected upward from the ba e of the compa bowl by two -volt electric 
lamps attached diametri ally oppo ite each other (figs . 2 and 30). The light ray from each 

FIG. 26.-Remote indicating and remote control compass. (Complete outfit.) 

lamp are focused by a lens upon a corre ponding elenium cell inca ed in a water-tight bridge 
member which spans the top of the bowl (fig. 2 and 30). The lamps are made adjustable 
in their sockets to allow for varying their distance from the len es. 

Selenium ceZZs.- These elenium cells ha,e the property that their electrical resistance 
varies with change in the inten ity of the light which falls upon them. Thu, with the magnetic 
element carrying the blind in a certain position relati,e to the bowl, both light cones are eclipsed 
and the two selenium cells remain in darkness. If, however, the compass bowl is rotated 
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FIG. 2i.-Remote indicating and remote control compass. (lIIagnetic compass iLl housing.) 

FIG . 2 .-Remote indicating and remote control compass. (Magnetic 
compass removed from housing.) 

FIG . 29 .-Remote indicating and remote control compass. (Wiring 
arrangement.) 
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through a certain angle, one of the lio-ht ones remains eclip ed while the other is uncovered 0 

t hat its ray fall upon the elenium cell above it. This lowers the 1'0 i tance of tho illuminat d 
cell by an amount which i dependent up to a certain limit (when one light becomes completely 
uncovered) upon the angle through which the compa bowl has b en turned relative to the 
magnetic clement. 

The elenium cells form two arm of a Wheat tone bridgo, the remaining arm con i ting 
of re i tan os wound upon late carel (fig. 29. and 31) . Current i upplied either from a 
battery or a direct current wind-driven generator. A mall de,iation from the indicated 
cour e unbalance th bridge, which is indicated to the pilot by the deflection of the bridge 
galvanometer located in the pilot's cockpit. 

Course indicator or control box.- The na,igator is equipp d with a cour e indicator or control 
box ( hown in fig. 26) which he u es in controlling the direction of flight. The pilot (a well 
a any other occupant of the aircraft) may al 0 be equipped with one of the e inciicators. The 
mechanism i inolo ed in a 
mall wooden box with a glass 

win low in it upper ide, 
tlll'ough which the pilot or 
na,io-fttor ob e1'ves a dial 
graduated with a cale similar 
to an ordinary COmpass card. 
A black lubber-line i painted 
on the glass for u e as a r efer
ence poin t. The mechanism 
con i t imply of a train of 
gear which connect a hand 
cra1lk to the dial and al 0 to 
a spindle equipped with con
nections for flexible hafting. 
The gear ratio is uch that 
one complete turn of the crank 
cause the flexible shafting 
pindle to make two complete 

revolution while the indicat
ing dial turns tln'ough an 
angle of 6°. 

Top vi •• or bowl tho_.ng 
-'rnetle deMf\~ d.1.l\. and. 
electric bulb 

FlG.30.-Remote indicating and remote control compass . (View of bowl, bridge, and resist· 
Oompas contl'ol.-The ance elements.) 

cour e indicators in the air-
plane are connected to each other and in turn to the compa it elf by mean of lengths of 
peciftl flexible hafting, so that all the indicator are et imultaneou ly anel in the arne 

manner a the compa bowl it elf. 
The flexible hafting which extends back to the compa s bowl i connected with the latter 

tln'ough a worm and mating gear (fig. 2 ) which function in uch a manner a to cause the main 
yoke uspension of the compa bowl, which is integral with the worm gear, to rotate as the 
flexible haftino- turn. The el ctrical connection from the momble element of the compass 
are brought to the fL'l:ed elements tln'ough commutator ring with corre ponding brushe as 
shown in figures 29 and 31. 

Operation of the installation.-Let u first a ume that the outfit i 0 in tall d in the aircraft 
that both elenium cell are in darkne when the indicator how the aircraft to b directed 
along the north and outh magnetic meridian. In thi po ition the bridge circuit will b balanced 
and the pointer of the pilot' o-alvanomecer or teering gage ( hown in fig. 26) will be in it 
neutral po ition. Any deviation from this north- outh COUl' e will become apparent by a 
change in po ition of the pointer of th e teering gao-e, which will turn clockwi e or counter
clockwi e according to whether the heading of the aircraft change to th right or to the left. 
Thu by watchino- this in trument the pilot i able to hold to the course. 
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Now, let u assume that the navigator wi hes to change the course by an angle of 15°. 
By rotatina the crank of hi cour e indicator or control box until the dial shows a change of 15° 
in the desired direction he also tUl"llS the other indicators in the aircraft and at the same time 
the bowl of the compa . This causes on of the selenium cells (both cells turning with the bowl) 
to receive a greater illumination than the other, the balance of the bridge circuit is destroyed and 
the pointer of th te ring gage before the pilot change from it neutral position to a new position 
showing in which direction he must rudder in order to follow the new com·se. The amount 
of this turning i indicated roughly up to a eel' ain degree (about 25° when one light is completely 
uncovered) by the angle through which the pointer turns. 

In ca e an accident occur 0 that the aircraft is out of control during a period long enough 
for it to as ume a heading differing by 1 0° from that of the proper course, the pilot i able to 

KEY TO WIRI NG D IAGRAM OF THE REMOTE INDI· 
CATI G AND REMOTE co TROL COM P A S. 

(Refer to figure 31.) 

~ }connectol' for battery or generator wires. 

G f.3) 

Order of Slip rln9S. 
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=G 
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~ }Connectors for pilot' steering gage. 

F jcommutator connections leading to the 
rotating compa s bowl so as to provide 

G electrical connections between the il-
~ luminating elements, the selenium cells, 
L and the stationary elements of the cir-

cuit. 

8 (2) 

Rl }Resistances for controlling ensitivity of 
R 3 galvanometer. 

~: }Bridge arm re i tance coils. 

1 }Selenium cells " 'ith common wire lead to 
S2 K. 
T l }Lamps supplying illuminat ion t o the 
T 2 selenium cells. 

L 

r 

A (I) 

FIG. 3l.-Remote indicating and remote control compass. (\I' iring diagram.) See key to diagram. 

=L 
= K 

recognize this fact even though the pointer of his steering gage i in a neutral position, for 
each tmn of the aircraft to one side or the other is shown by the steering gage as a turn in 
ju t the opposite di.rection. 

The weight of the system i a follows: 
Pounds. 

Magnetic compa s and bridge elements in protective hou ing _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 16. 0 
Two course indicators_____ _________ _______ ________________________________________ .4 
Pilot's steering gage or gal vanometeL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. 
Flexible shafting _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 9 

Total weight not including battery or generatoL_ _______________________ ___ ____ 27.1 

DESCRIPTIO NS OF MISCELLANEOUS COMPASSES. 

The foregoing de criptions of American and foreign compas es relate to repre entative 
in trument 'which have been dev loped and placed on the market for use on ai.rcraft. In 
concluding thi paper it may be of interest to mention brietly several of the instruments now 
in the proce s of development, a well as one or two types ah'eady produced but which do not 
logically come under the grouping as carried out in the first part of the paper. 

EARTH I DUCT OR COMP ASS.l 

The following description relate to the earth inductor compa s which was developed by 
Dr. Paul R. Heyl and Dr . Lyman J. Briggs of the Bmeau of Standards at the request of, and 
with funds furni hed by, the Engineering Division, Air ervice, United tate Army. 

The application of the ear th inductor to the determination of magnetic direction is not 
new. I n magnetic smvey work, use is made of both the earth inductor and the dip circle for 

1 Tbe author is indebted to Dr. Briggs and Dr. Heyl for the above description of the Bureau of Standards earth inductor compass. 
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the determination of magnetic inclination or dip, with 1'e uIt of equal precision. A number 
of carlier attemps have been made to use the earth inductor a a compa ,but no one of these 
propo ed device po essed ufficient practicability to bring it into use during the recent war. 

In all previous attempts at the con truetion of a compass of this type the current developed 
in the rotating coil, amplified if nece ary, wa caused to pa s through a galvanometer, and the 
course of the vessel judged from the amount of deflection produced. Thi in trument differs 
from all previou attempts in the follo 'wing re pect : 

1. It employs a null method for it incli ation , and hence enjoys all the advantage of 
sen ih\ity characteri tic of null method a a cla s. 

2. _\. cour e-setting device of a novel type is employed. By turning a movable dial at 
the in trument obard the electrical connection of the di tant revolving coil to the galvano
meter are 0 arranged that the pointer read zero only when the vessel lies in the de ired course. 

FIG. 32.- Earth inductor compnss. 

a b 

go/v: cos. 
e 

FIG. 33.-Earth inductor compnss. 

3 . .A method i provided for eliminating the error due to rolling and pitchino-. ari ing from 
the action of the vertical component of the earth' field. 

4. By the judicious use of iron in the core of the revolving coil the ize of the apparatus 
may be sufficiently reduced to make it practicable of in tallation in an airplane. 

Current i generated by the rotation in the earth's horizontal field of aero s- haped 
armature 1 (fig. 32) rotatino- about a vertical a..'ci. The vertical position of thi axi is preserved 
during rolling and pitching by uspending it in tbe gimbal ring 2. In the ca e of in tallation in 
an airplane, power i applied to drive the armature by the cup propeller 3 acting through a 
ection of flexible shaft 4. 

A four-segment commutator and four collecting bru hes, paced at 90° takeoff current 
from the armature. The electromotive forces at the two pairs of bru hes will be functions of 
the cour e followed by the hip. The etting of the bru he i so made that when the ship lie 
in a line making an angle 8 wi.th the magnetic meridian, the electromotive force at the bru hes 
are in 8 and cos 8. 

ince, in general, 
m in 8+n cos 8=0 

if tan 8 = - E., the gal vanometer reading may be made zero in any de ired cour e by combining, 
m 

-additively or ubtractively, suitable fraction or multiples of the voltage from the two pairs 
{)f bru hes. This is done by the dial switchboard (fig. 33). 
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A mo,able dial (fio-. 33, a) carryino- compas graduation, has on it under side two wiping 
contact, which connect with opposite diametral points of a square re istance frame (fig. 33, b) . 
The ine bru he are connected to the upper and lower corners of tbi quare and the co ine 
bru he to the right and left corners (fig. 33, c). The o-al,anometer lead arc connected to the 
wiping contact above mentioned througb another pair of wiping contacts and the movable 
hub which carries the dial. 

The mathematical theory of this device how that if a circular re i tance frame be used, 
the compa. will be affected by an octantal error amounting at its maximum .to about four 
degrces. By the u e of a squar re istance frame this error i eliminated. 

The armatUTe 1 (fig. 32) i. wound on each arm with 500 turn .J: o. 20 wire. The arms are 
connected in serie as a clo ed coil winding. The bru hes are of carbon. Experiment ha 
hown that in a con ecutive run of 146 hour~ uch bru he uffer only trifling wear, an 1 deliver 

the exact voltage nece ary for the ucces ful application of the null method. 
The gimbal rtem 2 (fig. 32) i provide 1 with frictional damping at the bearings. It i 

found that a hort, heavy, damped pendulum of this type make an excellent tabilizer. 
A modification of thi in trument has been con tructeel in which the rotation i produced. 

electrically. A small 3-phase motor i mounted on the axis of the armature. The tray field 
of the motor, revolving at the ame peed as the armature in luces no e. m. f. in the latter ; 
and the symmetrical po ition of the motor with 1'e pect to the armature prevent any twi t 
of the earth' field. 

GYRO COPIC COMPA SES 

A 'magnetic compass urrounded by the un ati factory condition found in ervice on air
c:raft i , at best, working under great di advantage . Depending a it doe upon th~ relatively 
weak horizontal component of the earth's magnetic field for it action, the in trument at the 
out et i not endowed with an actuating force of any appreciable power. Coupled with this 
disadvantag it ha the eli turbing influences presented by the uncertain and more or les vari
able magnetic fields developed by the power plan t and auxiliarie of the ystem. 

Among the interesting and promi iug ub titute for the magnetic compa i the gyro
. copic compa . One of the obviou advantages of such an in trument i it independence of 
the earth ' magnetic field a well as of the di turbing field of the aircraft it elf. On the other 
hand, the gyro copic compa s is nece arily larger and heavier than the magnetic compa s, 
more complicated in design, and co tlier to con truct. In the various typ s of gyroscopic 
compa es in usc on shipboard, the gyro copic y tem i ~ not neutrally balanced, u e being made 
of a gravitational couple to keep the gyro cope precessino- into the meridian. The ystem is 
con equently . ubject to disturbing forces when e"l'"cr accelerations are pre ent a on aircraft, 
and these di turbances per i t for some time after the acceleration ha cea eel. Error from 
such cau e 0 far have pro,en a formidable difficul ty in the development of gyroscopic com
ptl es foe aircraft. 

A certain instrument, gyro copic in principle, now under development in America con ists 
of a neutral gyro in the form of a steel sphere re ting upon an ai r film and rotated at an ex
tremely high speed by a jet of air from a mall compre SOl'. The gyTO element i surrounded 
by a suitable spherical housing, the lower half of which i mounted upon a frictional plane so 
as to be free to wivel about a vertical a.."'{is coincident with that of the inlet tube of the air jet. 
The plane i made frictional practically by the leakage of air from the inlet which form a film. 
The lower half of the spherical bowl ha a shallow channel cut in one ide. and extending toward 
the top. It i the air escaping from thi channel which causes the phere to rotate. It is 
intended that the sphere when once tar ted pinning with it axi of rotation horizontal and 
pointing toward the north shall maintain that position indefinitely. The action of the channel 
above mentioned i uch a to cau e the lower hemisphere, which is free to swivel, to always 
turn into a po ition 0 that the plane of the channel is perpendicular to the a..xi of rotation 
of the phere. H ence, if a compass card i mounted in a horizontal po ition on a lower h~mi-
phere it will indicate the compas direction. The y tem above de cribed i subject to cel' 

tain inherent difficultie but present an interesting attempt to solve the compa s problem. 
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RECORDING COMPASS. 

A foreign inventor ha de igned a recording compass which allows the flyer to follow the 
progress of the flight. A tylus is connected with the rotating system in uch a manner as to 
record upon a suitable chart, rotated by a clock movement, the deviations from the true cour e 
both in magnitude and duration. Thi make possible a subsequent proportionate correction. 

DA ISH AND SWISS COMPASSES. 

Following are description of the Knudsen compa and the toppani double pivot m· 
verted compa s. 

KNUDSEN COMPASS. 

The Knud en compa (fig. 34) is a Dani h in trument of the liquid-damped (alcohoi 
mL'{ture) type with a horizontal card. The card i marked with the 32 points subdivided into 
quarter point. It is attached to a small float chamber which also carrie two mao-nets and 

FIG. 34.-Knudsen compass. FIG. 35.-Stoppani double piyot in \' er ted compass . 

a apphire cup bearing on it lower smface. The pi,ot i upported on a pider near the bottom 
of the bowl. It con i ts of an alloy point et in a hort bras rod. 

The bowl i cylindrical, 106 millimeter in diameter and 60 millimeters in depth with 
diaphragm expan ion base protected by a heavily weighted cap. \. filler hole clo eel by it 

screw is et in the ide of the bowl. The gla i held in place by a bra ring. Abo,e thi i a 
rotatable bras ring carrying a reel and white index pointer for u e in course setting. Another 
ring fixed to the first is graduated in ino-Ie degree from 0 to 360. This ring carrie a mall 
movable red index on its outer rim. The interior of the bowl i painted white and has two 
black wire lubber-lines set 90 0 apart. 

The su pen ion con ists of gimbal upported in a yoke. No provi ion i made for C0111-

pen ating magnets or for illumination. 
This compa has a period of about] 7 econds. It weight i 3.5 pound . 
.J239G-25t- 4 
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STOPPANI DOUBLE PIVOT I VERTED COMPASS. 

Thi compa (fig. 35) i a horizontal-card, liquid-filled (alcohol mixture), inverted type. 
It i designed to be mounted directly above the pilot in a position a remote as pos ible from 
di turbing magnetic influence. The ob ervation gla is held in place by a ring graduated 
at 10° interval at the under ide of the bowl (120 millimeters diameter, 100 millimeters depth), 
while a diaphragm expansion member covered by protective hou ing form the upper end. 
The bowl i hung upon two hub resting upon the gimbal ring of the mounting bracket. A 
vertical compensating rod extend abo\e the mounting bracket and carries two adju table 
sliding holders for the correcting magnets. 

The bearing features of this in trument differ from those of the usual type. Instead of 
the single pivot arrangement common to the majority of aircraft compasses, this instrument 
is provided with two pivots (alloy) , one mounted upon the inner urface of the cover-glass 
below the float and the other attached to the upper float surface. The float carrie two cylin
drical bar magnetic elements attached to the upper surface. The lower surface of the float is 
indented by a cavity holding a jewel cup while the upper jewel cup is held in a socket attached 
to a vertically adju table po t, mounted on a bridge member spanning the upper bowl urface 
and extending downward to meet the upper pivot. With the double pivot arrangement it is 
possible to make the buoyancy exactly neutralize the weight of the rotating sy tern. This 
reduces the vibrational error which varies witb the force exerted on the pivot by the vibra
tion. The double pivots also prevent the balancing 0 cillations of the card with respect to 
the bowl. 

The instrument described weighs 3.5 pounds. 
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DIRECTION INSTRUMENTS. 

PART IV. 

TURN INDICATORS. 

By R. C. SYLVA DER and E. W. ROUNDS. 

SUMMARY. 

This part giv a brief history of the development of all'plane turn indicators, with detaileLl 
description of all known types and make. The result of laboratory and flight tests are 
given for the several available gyroscopic tUTn indicators. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The tUTn indicator , which until recently had not come into general u e, wa early realized 
to be necessary for flying when no object out ide the plane were visible. 

A properly functioning tum indicator show to the pilot whether the airplane is flying on 
a straight COUl' e or is tUTning. It is not po ible even when u ing the turn indicator to steer 
a perfectly str aight com e under all conditions, a this depends on tho moothnes of the air, 
the manceuverabili ty of the airplane, and the fact that before a tum i indicated it must have 
alr eady tarted. However , the u e of the turn indicator combined with the lateral inclinom
eter and air peed meter make it possible for the pilot to keep the all'plane in a safe flying 
attitude and to make good a de ired com e within fairly clo e limit . 

The u e of inclinometer and pendulum of variou type for indicating lateral equilibrium 
of the airplane have been in use practically from the time when flying wa fir t begun. When 
the airplane flie on a straight com e, the e device serve to indicate turns about the longitudinal 
axis of the machine. Th y do not, however, indicate a turn of the airplane from it COUTse. 

A early as 1 99 a gYTO copic dence for indicating angular motion wa patented in England 
by Van Overclift. The fundamental idea of the in trumcnt i that of the modern airplane 
tmn indicator . 

It i probable that the fir t tUTn indicator in ended for aircraft wa explained in principle 
in a memorandum by C. C. M a on and ir Horace D arwin to the Briti h Adn ory ommittee 
for Aeronautics in 1912. orne experiment were made at that time, but it wa not until 
March, 1918, that patent was applied for on the tatic head tmn indicator developed from the 
above principle. This instrument is now being manufactUTed by the Briti h Wright Co. and 
i de cribed below. 

In January, 1917, two Frenchmen, J . de Le ep and R. Comtoi - uffit, patented a differ
ential pressure in trun1ent, u ing Pitot, entUTi, or other tube placed one on each wing and as 
far as po sible from the plane of ymmetry. Thi device was intended to how also the air 
peed of the airplane. 

In May, 1917, J. B. H endel' on applied for a patent on what seem to ha,e b en the fir t 
gYToscopic tUTn indicator. In thi in trument prece ion of the KfTO wa communicated through 
bevel gear to a pointer moving over a cal . 

51 
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Name. Type. 

AMEH ICAN. 

General Electric air compass ....... . ..... . . 1 Type B .. . 
Navy Standard compass, No. L ........... Mark XVI 
(Sperry) Creagh·Osborn e air compass ...... Mark II. . 
Pentz compass .. . ....... ......... .. ..... .. . 

TABULAR CLASSI FI CATIO N OF COM PASSES. 

Type of card . Location of 
pivot. 

Material 
of pivot. 

Material I Magnetic l Dam»ing 
of cup . clement. fluid . Mounting. 

Verticsl ....•.•.. . ....... 1 card···· ··· · ····1 AIIOY __ ·I S9PPhire··12 bars ···1 Kerosene··1 Springs and felt. ..... . 
IIori.zontal and verticaL ..... do ..••.. ....... . do .... • .. . do .......... do ..... AlcohoL . . R ubber (1) •• ••• •••••• • 
IIorizontaL ...•......... .... . do ...•.•........ do ....... . do .... ...... do . ... .... do ....... Rubber and haiL .•... 
VerticaL .......... . •......... do ...•.•........ do ........ do .... ...... do .. .. . Kerosene .. Springs and felt ...... . 

nn iTI Sfl . I 
Creagh· Osborne Air compass. _ ............. Type 5/ 17 . VerticaL ..... ! .•. . ...... Card .... ........ Agate •.. SApphire. __ 2 bars ... AlcohoL .. Springs and felL ..... . 

~~f.;~~~~~~;c~~~~:~~:::::::::::::: fiJt ~~~: · ~~:Ifl~~~~ :::::::::::::: :::JL:::::::: :JL:: :Jg::::::: :::::::::: :;Jgi:::::: ·~gfl~iH~·fre~~~: ::::: 
Air com pass (quick period) ..•................. do .... ........ do .............••.•...... do ............ _.do ........ do ....... 6 bars ... Liquid ......... do ..•.............. 
Cam pbell·Bennett aperi odic compass ... .. . 'l' ype 6/18, (I) .................•.•... Magnetic s y s· ... do ..... I ... do .... ...... do .••..•. . do .....•...... do . .• . ..........•.. 

M ark II. tem . 
"'RENCH . 

A~ronautique mi li taire comp9ss ..................•..... IJorizoutaL ............. BowL ..•.•..... Alloy ... Sapphire .. 2 bars ... AlcohoL .. Gimbals_ ........... . . 

~p~~~~~~:ya.~~~t~~~:I:;;:~!:~: ::::::::: :::::::::::: :~~~~~:~i~~:I;a:~,~;.if~~:: .~~~t:::::::::: ?IJ~~.:.:: .~~J~tl~~~~:: : J~:::: : :J~::::::: . ~~r!;i~2:::::::::::: 
~~~;~1~~t~~~~)~~~~!:~~::::::::::::: :::::::::::: · n~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::: · ~if;:iii~ :~~:~~: :JL:: :i~~~~~::::: ·~~P~:~~~: :~~t:::::: : ~~~~~~:.::::::::: :::: : 

tern. 
GERMAN. 

Kaiserliche marino kompass ................ I •••••••••.•• / IIorizontaJ. .•........... 1 BowL ....... ..• Alloy _ . .' Jewel. . . .. 2 bars ... 1 AlcoboL .. Gimbals 
Ludolph armee kompass . ... ...........•... Type L ... Rorizoutal and verticaL ..... do ..•..... .... . . do ..... Sapphi re .. 4 bars ...•.. do ....... Bracket .........•.. ... 
Sendtner armeo kompass ....•.............. Type IlL. lloflzontaL ............. Card ......... ..•. _.do ..... JeweL _ ......... . ...... do ....... Gimbals ............. . 

Pfa(Jgg~~ I: ~l~~~~.e. ~~.~.I~~~::: ... ::.:::::::: · T~go·iv :: · iio~?z~iiiaj ;inci ·~e~ifciil:: :::::~~::::::::::: :::~~::::: · sa~opiii~e:: . ~.~~:~ ::: :::~~::::::: · Bra~~et::::::::::::::: 
Pfadftnder komp'ass filr aviaUk ......................... l l{OrizontaL ............. BowL ...... _ .... _. do ... ..... do .•..... 2 bars ...... do ........ S])rings and gimbals _. 
Remote mdlcat l11g and remote control ............ () .... ...................... . do ..•........... do ..... J eweL _ .•. 4 bars ..• LIquid ...• Gimbals ..•........... 

compass. 

MISCELLANEOUS COMP,\ SSES. 

Bureau of Standard Earth I ndicator com· 

Compen. 
sated. 

Yes .. .. . 
yes . ... . 
yes .•... 
yes .•.. . 

Period 
(com· 
plete). 

Seconds . 
12 
20 
18 
12 

Yes . •.. • 8-10 
Yes..... 25 
No..... . 25 
Yes . . ... 4{}-60 
yes . ....... . .... . . 
yes .. . .. (') 

No.... .. 17 
y es.. ... 1ft 
No. ..... 25 
yes .... . 24 
yes . . ... 15 
No ............... . 
No...... 9 

Yes . .... 25 
No .... . .... . ..... . 
Yes . .. . . 25 
yes .............. . 
y es..... 25 
No...... 25 
No...... 25 

Weight. 

Pounds. 
2.5 
3.7 
3. ~ 
3.3 

2.8 
2. 1 
7.0 
4.9 
4.9 
6.0 

3.3 
6.0 
1.7 
2.4 
1.7 
1.2 
5. " 

6.4 
2.9 
4. 8 
5.5 
3. 2 
4. 9 

27. 1 

Knudsen compass ............................. . 
pass (1) •• _ ••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 .... . . 

Stopponi double pivot invcrted compass ....... . ::::I: ~~ ~~~g~~~~~: :::::::::::: :I · ~~;~i·~~~f~:~\~:I::I:~~~~~:T~:~e~r~i~~: :I:~~~~:~::I ~~g~.~~:::I:~~~bf.i~.~:::::::::::::I· ~gi::::r::::: ~~:I······n· 
I Sec text. 

P age. 

24 
25 
26 
27 

28 
29 
29 
30 
30 
31 

32 
33 
34 
34 
35 
35 
36 

37 
38 
38 
39 
39 
40 
41 

44 
'l7 
47 

NOTl::.- 'l'he auth or is pleased to acknowledge his indebtedness to Mr . K. 11 . Haij and Mr. C. L. ~eward, of the Bureau of Standard s, who assisted in the preparation Hnd checkiug of parls of this paper. 
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At about the . ame time, mith and Lindeman developed, in England, the gyro copic 
in trument described below as the Royal Aircraft E tablishment turn indicator . 

During the war the German developed and u ed an electrically driven gyro co pic turn 
indicator invented by Drexler. A detailed description of this instrument is given in a later 
paragraph. 

Two gyro copic turn indicators, the perry and the Pioneer, are at pre ent being manufac
tured in tllls country and are described below. 

Apparently the latest Briti h turn indicator is one devi ed by G. H. Reid. This instru
ment, according 0 available informati n, i of the air-driven gyroscopic type. A turn is shown 
to the pilot by the lighting up of electric lamps, which obtain their current throucrh a commu
tating device actuated by prece sion of thc gyro. \.. mercurial inclinometer i combined with 
the turn indicator and a erie of lamp is lighted by the pa age of current between contact 
through the mercury in the inclinometer tube. 

It is probable that other turn indicators have been con tructed, since various method 
have been suggested, such as the use of the apparent in rease of weight on a turn and the 
mea urement of the difference of electro tatic potential of the wing tip . 

In general there are two type of turn indicatOl in use, the gyro copic and the differential 
pre ure type . 

The gyro copic turn indicator depends in principl upon the action of a gyroscope which 
is mounted in uch a way that may preces about only one 
axi. The turning movement of the plane causes prece ion 
abou t this axi and thi preces ion i indicated on a dial by 
means of a suitable mechanism. 

The principle is probably be t illu trated by reference to 
Figure l. 

The gyro wheel CA) is mounted on an axis CB- B) which 
hould be athwart hips and normally horizontal. The bearing 

for (B- B) are in a frame (C) which i in tum mounta 1 on the 
axis CD- D) on bearings in the main ca e of the instrument. The 0 

E 

axis (D- D) hould be in the arne plane as (B- B) and hould be £ 
mounted in the aircraft in a fore-and-aft position. The whole FIG. 1. 

A o 

unit hould be balanced about CD-D); the gyro should be carefully balanced about it 8...'(i of 
rotation CB- B) . If mounted as described above the effect of pitching, rolling and accelera
t ions are made negligible. 

With the gyro wheel running in the direction hown by the arrow, uppo e the plane carrying 
t he instrument to make a turn to the left, as indicated by the arrow about the vertical axi 
CE- E). The turn ,vill cau e prece sion of the gyro unit about CD-D) a indicated. A turn to 
the right will cau e preces ion in the oppo ite direc ion. The amount of thi prece sion i 
con trolled by a pring ystem and is u ually limited by he frame trilling a po itive top. 
Sufficient motion and power i thu obtained for actuation of the indicating mechani ffi. 

The gyro may be driven by varied means. In one type. of turn indicator it i in the form 
of a ,vindmill and i driven by th air tream directly. In another t)t>e it is actuated by air 
which is drawn pa t the rotor by the uction of a Yenturi tub which is mounted in the air 
stream, the gyro being moun ted where convenient. In till another type the gyro i the rotor 
of a mall induction motor which i driven by a fan generator mounted in the air tream. 

The differential pressure turn indicator depend in principle upon the effect of centrifugal 
force developed on a turn and the difference in tabc pre ure due to change in altitude of two 
tatic tubes mounted symmetrically on the extreme end of the wing, and pivoted in uch a 

way as to head directly into the air tream at all time. The pre ure are c mmunicated 
t hrough tubing to either sid of an extremely ensitive differential pre ure gage. 

The action i probably be t explained by the followllo- extra t from a paper by ir Horace 
Darwin entitled c. The tlltic Head Turn Indicator for eroplane." 
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' In order to make the action clear, we will a ume that the aeroplane i moving in a circle, 
that it is not banked, and that the air tube connecting the tatic heads is horizontal and points 
along a radius of the circle. The forces acting on the air in this tube arc: 

I( 1. Gravity acting vertically downwards. A the tube is horizontal thia will cau e no 
difference of pre ure at the manometer nor cau e any tendency of the air to move along the 
tube. 

I( 2. The atmo pheric pressure at the tatic head. As the tube i horizontal the pressures 
at the end of the tube are equal and in opposite directions, an 1 no effect i produced on the 
manometer. 

I( 3. The pres ure of the inner urface of the tube against the air; thi clearly has no effect 
on the manometer. 

I( 4. Centrifugal force is the one remaining force which can cau e a movement of the differen
tial manometer. The air will tend to move along the tube in an outward direction and can 
only b prevented from so doing by a difference of pre sure on the two sides of the diaphragm 
in the manometer. It is this differenr,e of pressure which is indicated on the manometer and 
shows a right or left hand turn. 

II All turn. , however, are banked anci thi a sumption is only made to make the action 
clear. 

" Let u now consider a banked tum and a sume that the aeroplane i banked at the correct 
angle. By the correct angl e i meant an angle which cau es no side slip ; that is, uch an angle 
that the apparent direction of gravity (that is, the resultant of gravity and centrifugal force) is 
at right angle to the plane of the wing. 

II Again con ider the forces acting on the air in the tube. 
" 1. As the banking is at the onect angle, the resultant of gravity and centrifugal force 

act at right angles to the direction of the tube and has no effect. 
"2. The pres ure against the inside of the tube clearly has no effect. 
"3 . The atmo pheric pressure at the two static heads is not equal ; as the aeroplane is 

banked, the outer end i higher up and at a place where the air i at a Ie s pressure. The differ
ential manometer will how thi difference of pre ure." 

An in trument of this type i ue cribed in detail below. 

AMERICA TUR I DICATOR 

THE PIO EER TURN INDICATOR. 

The Pioneer turn indicator i shown in Figures 2 and 3. This in trument depends in prin
ciple upon the action, described above, of a mall gyroscope which is mounted in such a 'way as 
to allow pre es ion only about an axi parallel to the longitudinal axi to the airplane. 

The gyro cope i driven by a jet of air dravm into the ca e through a nozzle by the uction 
produced in the throat of a double Venturi tube, Figure ,mounted in the air tream. 

ll; with all turn indicator of the gyro copic type, care mu t be taken to mount the in tru
ment 0 that effect of pitching and rolling are negligible. 

Turning of the airplane about its vertical axi is indicated by the appearance of a white 
sector in the triangular-shaped opening of the dial. A tum to the right bring his ector 
into view in the right-hand opening and similarly, a turn to the left is hown in the left-hand 
openmg. 

The indicator weighs, with the Venturi tube, about 2;Y2 pounds. 

DE CRIPTION. 

Figure 3 hows the mechani m. The O'yro cop,e (A) i mounted in th aluminum frame (B) 
which i inclo ed in the case (C) of the arne material. The bra rotor i mOlmted on two 
hort steel haft (D) held in bra bu hings (E) . The haft are hardened and form the inside 

races of pecially de igned ball bearing. The outer race i contained in a rece of the rotor 
and consist of a teel di k taking the ide thrust and a steel ring in which five three- i.,'deenths
inch teel balls run. A bras disk pre sed into the rotor holds the outer race in place, protects 

, 
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the bearings from dirt, and serves to prevent loss of oil. A felt coil is held between the two 
bearings and acts as an oil retainer. Four holes in the thrust disk allow the lubricating oil 
to pass into the bearing. 

The bearings are adjusted by screwing the bushings (E) in or out in the frame (B). The 
clamp screws (G) hold the bushings in place after adjustment. 

Oil may be added to the central reservoir through one of the teel hafts CD) and its bushing, 
which are drilled axially. The removal of a plug (H) 111 

the side of the case permits aceess to the oil hole. 
The frame (B) is supported at each end on sets of 

special ball bearings at (J) and (K). Each bearing con
sists of a steel disk and a flanged ring which serve as thrust 
members, the latter also serving as the inner ball race, and 
a steel ring which forms the outer race. Twelve one-eighth
inch steel balls complete the bearing unit . All bearing 
surfaces are hardened . 

Both bearings are held in position by brass plates, 
the one at (J) being screwed to the frame (B), while the 
other at (K) is fastened to the cast aluminum frame (L) 
which is secured to the forward end of the case (C). 

The inner race of the bearing (J) fit over a bra pin FIG. 2.-Pioneer turn indicator. 

or pivot (M) in the rear of the case (C) . This pivot is 
drilled to connect with the intake port in the case and acts as the nozzle directing the jet of air 
downward onto the buckets (N) cut in the periphery of the rotor. 

Precession of the gyroscope about the axis through bearing (J) and (K ) is transmitted to 
the indicating disk (0) by a brass shaft on the end of which the di k crews. A second brass 
disk (P) is secured to one end of the frame (B). The gyro unit is balanced about the precession 
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FIG. 3.-Pioneer turn indicator. 
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axis by means of solder placed on this disk. In an earlier type , in tead of the disk (P), a 
circular reservoir partly filled with liquid wa u ed as a damping device. 

A rubber-covered stud (Q) screwed into the case (C) linlits the angle of precession. 
The gyro unit and indicator are normally centered by a bronze spring (R) which is fL'{ed 

to the gyro unit at one end, eccentric to the axi of preces ion, by means of a swivel and at the 
other by a flat bronze spring (8) attached to the ring (L). A screw (T) change the position 
of the strip (8) thus changing the tension of the spring (R ) and the sensitivity of the indicator. 
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The main adjustment of sensitivity is provided by varying the opening of the exhaust 
valve ( ) . For convenience, seven positions are indicated on the dial. With the valve wide 
open ma.'Cimum air flow and hence ma.'Cimum speed of the rotor is obtained. Since the pre
cessional force depends on the speed of the rotor , this setting gives maximum sensitivity. 

The case is made air-tight by the use of shellac, so that all air flow is through the nozzle. 
The air intake is covered by a screen held by a cap which may also clamp in place a flexible 
metal tube for drawing dry air from any desired location in the airplane. 

Lubrication of the rotor is described above. The precession bearing (J ) may be oiled 
through a small copper tube (W) after the removal of a screw. The oil from the tube drops 
into a recess (Y) and flows into the bearing. R emoval of the screw (Z) permits oiling of the 
other bearing (K). 

TEST DATA. 

Venturi suctions .- The suctions obtained from wind tunnel tests on the Pioneer Venturi 
tube with the indicator connected and its valve adjusted for maximum air flow are given 
below. All values are reduced to standard d nsity (15.6° C. temperature and 760 millimeters 
mercury pressure). 

Air speed in 
miles per hour. 

40 
liO 
60 
70 
o 

90 
100 

Suction in 
inches of 

water. 

. '1 
13.2 
19.5 
27.1 
35.9 
45.0 
54.9 

Indicator wlibration. - The calibration of a Pioneer turn indicator with an impre ed suc
tion of 19 .5 inches of water, which corresponds to that obtained at 60 miles per hour air speed, 
i given below. The exhaust valve was wide open during the te t~. 

Per cent of full Complete turus 
scale de(]ec- (360°) per 

tion. minute. 

2 0.05 
25 0.16 
60 0.38 
75 O. 

100 1.15 

Calculations show that, the air speed being 60 miles per hour, turns having a radius greater 
than 3.2 mile will not be hown. 

SPERR Y TUR N I DICATOR. 

Th e Sperry Mark I, Model A, turn indicator is hown in Figures 4, 5, 6. The in trument 
is of the gyroscopic type which i described in principle above. 

The gyro of the Sperry instrument is driven by a jet of air impinging upon cups or teeth 
cut in it periphery. The air enters through 3 hole in the top of the ca e and pa ses by the 
gyro rotor and out of the case through a tube directly below. This tube is connected to the 
throat of a double Venturi , shown in Figure 7, which is mounted preferably in the slip stream of 
the propeller. The suction of the Venturi partially evacuates the case which i air-tight, air 
rushe through the jet, impinges upon the gyro , rotates it and passes out through the tube to 
the Venturi. The flow of air is sufficient to drive the gyro at a high rate of speed. 

The mechanism of the turn indicator is arranged in such a way that when a turn to the 
right is made a white sector moves into view at the left of the dial. This indicates that the 
pilot hould apply left rudder to bring the plane back to a straight course . 

M eans are provided for preventing excessive speed of the gyro. At a certain value of the 
uction a ball valve in the case open and allows air to enter, r ducing the vaCuum and 1essening 

the flow of air through the jet. 
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The in trument i de igned to fit into a hole in the airplane in trument board, being held 
in place by four crews. The weight of the indicator and the Venturi combined i about 27.!' 
pound. 

DESCRIPTION. 

As hown in Figure 6 the turn indicator mechanism consi ts of a bra s rotor or gyro (A) 
mounted in a cast aluminum frame (B). The frame carries a disk (C) on the upper part of 
which is painted a white sector. The movement of thi ector past either of two diametri
cally oppo ite penino- in the dial how the direction and roughly the magnitude of the turn. 
When the white doe not show the airplane i uppo ed to be on a straight COUl e. The instru
ment docs not indicate directly the direction of turn but the di.rection in which the pilot should 
steer to correct for the turn: i. c., a turn to the right causes a left deflection which is made zero 
by moving the rudder to the left . 

The gyro i carried on radial ball bearings which are lubricated by oil- oaked cotton waste 
packed in the aluminum hou ings (D), holding the pecial gyro shaft ball bearings. The gyro 
rotor i built up of three parts riveted together. The gyro haft, which is in one piece, is of 

FIG . 4.-Sperry turn indicator. FIG. 5.-Sperry mechanism . 

steel with bearing one-eighth inch diameter. The ide play of the gyro is adju ted by mean 
of crews (E) with lock nuts (F), one on each ide, the end of which bear again t the ends 
of the gyro shaft. The aluminum caps (G) are threaded for these adju ting screws and also 
serve to retain the oil and keep out dirt and moi ture. 

The gyro has bucket cut in it periphery and is driven by the impact of a jet of air whicb 
enters through the creened hole (H) and the nozzle (L) and pa es out of the ca e through 
the hole ( if) and the valve (V) to the till'oat of the Venturi tube, Figure 7. Adju tment of 
the valve (Y) regulate the flow' of air and con equently the en itivene of the in trument. 
The valve may be cIo ed and the in trument shut off if de ired. 

The gyro frame is carried fore-and-aft on steel pivot and cup preces ion bearings, the 
pivot (K) being flXed to the back of the case (R) and the pivot (N) to an aluminum bridge 
(0) which i placed aero s the front of the case opening. (N) is adjustable and is locked in 
place by a check nut. The gyro mechanism can easily be removed from the case as a unit, 
as hown in Figure 6. 

The gyro i normally held in po ition by the pring ( ), which is so mounted that it tension 
increa e as preces ion takes place. Too great a motion i prevented by the rubber-covered 
arms (T) triking the bridge (0) . 
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The sensitivity is not adjustable excep t by installing a spring of different characteri tics. 
Protection against uction which would cause excessive gyro speed is provided by a ball 

valve at (P ), Figure 4, which automatically allow air to enter the ca e through the hole (Y) 
when its evacuation reach es a certain pxedetermined value, thereby maintaining a steady flow 
of au: and preven ting racing of the gyro. The steel ball is held against its eat by a mall helical 
compres ion pring. A oon as the difference bctween atmospheric pressure and that inside 
the ca e exceed the str ngth of the spring the ball moves upward, air ru hes in and the differ
ence in pre sure tends to reduce to its form er value. 

TEST DATA. 

Venturi suctions.-The suctions obtained from the wind tunnel test on the perry Venturi 
tube with the indicator connected and running at full flow, are given below. All values are 
reduced to standard den ity (15.6° C. temperature and 760 millimeters mercury pre sure). 

Air speed in uction in 
miles per bour. incbcsofwater. 

40 6.0 
50 9.7 
60 13. 
70 I .0 
o 22.4 

90 27.6 
100 32. 
110 38.5 

Indicator calibration.- The calibration of a Sperry turn indicator with an impre sed suc
tion of 13. inche of water, which corresponds to that obtained from the Venturi at 60 miles 
per hour air speed, is given below. The exhaust valve was wide open during the te t . 

Per cent of 
full scale 

deflection . 

2 
5 

50 
75 

100 

Complete turns 
(360°) 

per minute. 

0.06 
0.31 
0.86 
2.72 
4.65 

Calculations how that, the ail' pecd being 60 mile per hour, turns greater than 2.7 mile 
radiu would not be indicated. 

PIO EER T IN AND PITCHI G I l DlCATOR SYSTEM. 

The Pioneer turn and pitching indicator system consists of a turn indicator, a pitching 
indicator and a power uni t for driving the indicators. It i intended for u e on dirigibles and 
is de igned to function at air speods much lower than is pos ible with the Venturi-driven type 
of turn indicator . 

The turn indicator, hown in the left of Figure 9, is the ame as the Pioneer turn indicator 
desoribed in detail above. 

The pitching indicator, shown in the right of Figure 9 is very imilar to the turn indicator 
except that the sen itive element is so mounted in the case a to indicate departure from a 
horizontal plane in tead of departures from a vertical plane. A downward deviation of the 
course cause the luminou part of the disk to show in the lower opening of the lial and vice 
versa. The instrument is provided with imilar adjustment and means for oiling a are found 
in the turn indicator. 

Two power plants or suction pumps are shown. The earlier typo, Figure 10, con ists of 
a laminated wooden propeller (A) mountcd in ball b arings. Channels (H) extend from the tips 
of the blade to the propeller axle which is hollow and connects throuO"h a port hole with the 
hollow tube (C). The tubes (C), (B), and (D) are arranged 0 as to form a rigid mounting for 
the propeller; (C) has two connections for flexible tubing, which lead to the indicators. Tho 
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air in the channel (I-I ) i thrown outward by centrifugal force a the fan rotates, drawing more 
air in through the tube (C) and the indicators. 

The propeller pump i 24 inches in diameter and weighs approximately 4Y2 pounds. 

The later type, Figure 11 , con ists of an electric pump. A 12-volt direct current serie -
wound motor in an aluminum case (A) drives a bra four-bladed paddle (B) fixed to its haft. 
The paddle (B) forces air out of the case through the groove (C). The flow of air is as follows: 
Through the indicators, flexible tubing to the connections (E) which are [L"\:ed to the brass cap 
(D), and past the motor through the four holes (F) into the paddle case, where it i forced ou t 

FIG. g.- Pioneer turn and pitching indicators. 

by centrifugal force as described above. 
trument. 

The aluminum cover (G) form the case of the in-

The pump stands about 5~ inche high and the diameter of its base i 7 inehe. The outfit 
weighs about 4Y2 pounds. 

TE T DATA. 

Propeller pump.- Preliminary wind tunnel tests howed that the de ign of the propeller 
is such that it would rotate at speeds considered unsafe even when the air peed i as low as 
25 or 30 miles per hour. The re ults given below, therefore, arc for low air peed only. 

The uctions in inche of water and rotational peed in revolu lion per minute are tabu
lated below for variou air speed. The air speeds are reduced to tanclard conditions . During 
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the te ts a turn indica tor and a pitching indicator were connected with their valves . ad ju ted 
for maximum air flow. 

A ir speed, Propel!er speed, Suction , inches 
miles per bour. revolutions per oC water. minute. 

7.3 

I 
610 0.90 

9.7 940 2.23 
10. 9 J,22O 3. 55 
12. 5 1, 3 0 4. 87 
]4 . 4 1, 0 6.75 
17. 0 1,940 9. 0 
19. 6 2,250 13. 10 
22.7 2.600 17. 0 

The uction obtained at an airspeed of 19.2 miles per hour wa ufficient to operate the 
indicator in a satisfactory manner. 

The data indicates that at 60 miles per hour air speed the revolutions per minute of the 
propeller would be about 7,500. 

G 

c B 

B D 

B 

F IG . 10.-Pioneer propeller pump F IG . H.-Pioneer electric pump 

In a de tructive ,,-hirling test the propeller broke at a peed of 5, 00 revolutions per minute. 
Electric pump.- The uctions in inche of water at 26° C. for variou voltage are tabulated 

below, together with the amount of current required. Both turn and pitching indicatOI were 
conn ected and running ,,-ith their valve adjusted for ma.-TImum .flow of air. 

Volts. Amperes. Suction, inches 
of water. 

6. 2 6. 4 5. 9 
7. 5 6.2 7. 1 

6.3 . 3 
11. 6. 3 10. 6 

For be t performance of the system the impressed voltage should be about 12 volt. 
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BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION AND REPAm STATIC HEAD. 

Figure 12 show an experimental h ad developed by the Bureau of Con truction and Repair, 

nited tates Navy, for use with a differential type turn indicator. Three types of head were 

made, a Pitot tube, a tatic tube, and a clo ed tube. At about the same time the British Wright 

turn indicator which is ba ed on similar principle ,va produced in England and consequently 

the work was abandoned. 
BRITISH TUR INDICATORS. 

R. A. E. TURN I DICATOR. 

The R. A. E. Mark V turn indicator, manufactured by the Royal Aircl"itft Establishment, i 

shown in Figures 13 and 14. 
This in trument is a single unit type, deriving its motive power from the air stream acting 

directly on the inclined side of holes in the gyro cope. Thi necessitates its being mounted 

close to the ide of an airplane, a disadvantage 

in some type . 
The overall length of the turn indicator i 

slightly over 14 inche and it weight i 31-

pound . A bracket for mounting i~ clumped 

around the frame and its weiaht add per

hap another half pound to the complete in-

tallation. 
In mounting the indicator care must be. 

taken to mount it with the tubular portion of 

the case parallel to the tran vcr e axi of the 

airplane. If thi is not done pitching of the 

airplane will be shown as a turn on the indicator 

although with the indicator horizontal and set 

FIG. 12.-Bureau o( C. & R. static head (or experimental differential 

pressure type turn indicator . 

nearly athwar tships the effect of pitching will be mall. There is usually no ren on for not seLting 

the in trument properly and in service no trouble should be experienced from this source. 

Looking forward the gyro cope rotates counter- lockwise, a turn to the right causing 

precession which turn the pointer to the right of the zero po ition. A turn to the left simi larly 

move the pointer to the left of the zero. 

A lever, the knob of which appears at the left of the dial, i capable of being set in anyone 

of 11 different position , giving 11 different degrees of en itivity . In the notch labeled zero the 

y 
I 

\\ H E 
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FIG . 13.- R. A. E. turn indicator . Mark V. 

ensitivity is a maXImum, 
while in notch No. 10 it i a 
mllllD1Um. The zero point is 
adjustable by turning the bezel 
rillg. 

DESCRIPTION. 

A . hown inFigur s 13 and 
14 the in trument consist of a 
main frame of cast aluminum 
in which rna t of the mechan-
ism is hou ed 

The gyro cope (B) is 
mounted on two sets of double 

annubr elf-aligning ball bearings. The e are in turn mounted on a small teel shaft (Z) which 

is supported in the yoke (C) by two threaded bronze bushings (D) . ct crews (E) hold the 

bushing a.fter being adjusted to the proper po ition. A brass di k or wa her (F) is placed next 

to the bearing on each side to protect them from the weather. 

Two rows of 10 holes each are drilled in the web of the rotor at an angle of 45° with the plane 

of rotation. It i the action of the air tream on the ides of these holes which produces motion . 
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The yoke (C), which is of bronze, is held in position on a steel shaft (G) which runs to the 
head of the instrument, by two set crews (H ) . The yoke is adjustable about the axi of the 
shaft. 

This steel shaft is mounted at each end in double annular elf-aligning ball bearing. The 
bearing at the yoke is held in a bronze Ie ve fitted into the aluminum case. The bearing 
i held in place by the position of the yoke. The head end of the shaft is mounted in a similar 
ball bearing of smaller dimension , held in position by a bronze plate erewed to the aluminum 
housing. 

A stud (J) is screwed to th plate and i used to limit the angle of precession, as noted 
below. 

On the end of the shaft i Cl'ewed a bras flanged di k (K ) which positions the shaft in 
the bearing . Thi di k gear is held in place by a washer cut to fit the haft which is flattened 
on two side. The washer is pinned to the disk and a brass nut (L) holds it in place. 

A hole in the disk fits over the stud mentioned above. The angle of preces ion is limited to 
approximately 40° by the sides of the hole striking on the tud (J) . The flanged disk (K) ha 

v 

x: 

FiG. 14.-R. A. E. turn indicator. Mark V 

teeth cut in about a quarter of 
its fl ange, forming a crown sec
tor, which me he with a 10-
tooth pinion on a shaft (M) car
rying the pointer (Y). 

The haft (M), and with it 
the pointer, rotates in a bronze 
bu hing held in place by a set 
screw ( ). A light wire spring 
bearing against the haft tends 
to prevent chattering. The dial 
(0 ) i connected to the bezel 
ring (P) by a mall crew(Q) so 
that turning the bezel changes 
the position of the zero. 

A flat steel s pI' i n g (R), 
shown inside the head of the 
instrument, acts as a central
izing device and i al 0 u ed to 
adju t the sensitivity. The 

spring bear again t a bras ector ( ) bolted to the crown gear . The flange of this ector is 
the arc of a circle whose circumference pa se through the axis of precessional rotation. As 
precession takes place, the line of contact moves off center and a couple is set up tending to 
retard further preces ion and return the parts to zero po ition. 

To balance the weight of the flange bearing against the spring, about the center of rota
tion, a bra s counterweight (T) is mounted with its center of gravity diametrically opposite 
that of the flange. This device neutralize the effect of acceleration along the longi tudinal and 
vertical axes of the airplane. 

The spring i upported at each end by a bra s sector ( ) liding circumferentially in a 
groove in the aluminum case. A symmetrical cam (V) moved by the lever (W) shown at the 
left of the dial spreads the sectors so that the ends of the spring sub tend a greater arc, thus 
increa ing the pressure of the pring against the flange. This action decrea es. the sensitivity 
by supplying a greater couple to retard precession. 

A light aluminum cover (X ) protects the mechanism from the weather. 
The mechanism of the in trument is such that when a right turn is made the pointer (Y) 

moves to the right and vice versa. During the first tests it wa found that the position of the 
pointer changed when the en itivity was changed. pon examination the spring which is 
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used to center the pointer wa found to have received a permanent et. Thi wa remedied 
after which the position of the pointer was unchanged by varying the sensitivity. 

All bearing urface are either bronze or KF ball bearings. .r 0 particular mean for 
lubrication is uppli d but all ball bearings are packed with light grease or va eline and other 
bearings oiled. 

THE BRITISH WRIGH T TUR INDICATOR. 

This aero turn indicator originally known as the Darwin turn indicator, consist of two 
static heads mounted ymmetrically, one on each wing tip, in such a way that they always tend 
to head into the direction of the relative wind, together with an Ogilvie differential pressure 
gage mounted in the pilot' cockpit and connected to the static heads by tubing. 

An adju table scale i provided which should be et to the zero mark during straight £light 
as soon a pos ible after leaving the growld, a slight changes in the position of the pointer 
are likely, due to the variation in construction of the static heads and the liklihood that the 
pressures at the two static heads will not be equal. The variation in the zero po ition with a 
properly itmctioning gage is probably less than 10°. 

The action of the static head turn indicator depends on the effect of centrifugal force 
developed on a turn and the difference in pre sure due to change in altitude of the static heads, 

w 
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FlO. 15.-British-Wright lurn indicator. 
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as described above. The pres ure are transmitted to the gage in such a way that a turn to 
the right causes the pointer to mov to the rio-ht of the zero. 

The pre ure gage i approximately 5% inches in diameter and weighs about 12 ounce 
while the two static head with their upports have an overall length of nearly 3 feet and weigh 
about 3 pounds. To the e weight mu t b added that of the tubing connecting the gage with 
the tatic heads. 

DESCRIPTIO . 

The differential pre ure gage hown in Figure 15 is very imilar in construction to the gage 
used with the Ogilvie air peed indicator. The ca e con i ts of a ca t aluminum back (A), to 
which is threaded an aluminum flange (B), in which is held the adjustable scale (C), and the 
aluminum dial CD) protected by a gla face. A mall et crew prevent the flange from un
screwing due to vibration. A rubber ga ket b tween the face, a bra ring and the back (A ) 
makes the ea e air-tight. Two brass nipple (E ) and (F), Cl'ewed into the oa e provide connec
tions for the lines from the tatic heads. 

The sen itive element con i t of an india rubber diaphragm (G), h ld securely again t a 
shoulder in the case by a rubber gasket (H ) and aluminum diaphragm ring (J) . The ring (J) 
is in turn held by the cast aluminum frame (K) which i eparated from the rino- by a rubber 
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gasket (L) and a paper ga ket (M) . 
(N ) which crews into the case (A). 
turning the ring. 

The fram e i held firmly in place by an aluminum ring 
Two hole (0 ) are socket for a special wrench used in 

The pressure of the ring ( ) is tr<1ll mitted to the cdg of t.he rubber diaphragm (G) and 
makes i t air-tight. The ca e in front of the diaphragm is m ade air-tight by the tightening of 
the flange (B) again t the rubber gel. ket mentioned above. 

Thu the case i divided into two air-tiaht chambers eparated by the rubber di,tphrc1.gm 
(G). The nipple (E ) leads in to the chamber behind the diaphragm and i conneetedJto the 
static head mounted on the starboard wing tip . (F) lead through a hole in the rim of frame 
(K) into the chamber forward of the diaphmgms and is connected to the port tatic head. 

Cemented to the diaphraam neal' i ts center is a mall aluminum eli k (P ) with a m.all steel 
hook attached to it. Over this hook is looped one nd of a ilk thread which run over a guide 
roller (Q) upported in two brass bu hings (R) screwed into the aluminum cro members of 

FlO. J6 .-Britisb-Wright static head. 

the frame (K). The other end of the thread i knotted through a hole in the pointer pindle 
( ) . A mall hairsprina (T) re ist rotation of the pinel Ie with enough force to keep the thread 
taut. 

Motion of the rubber diaphmgm is communicated to the pointer ( ) by mean of the ilk 
thread. When the diaphragm moves forward the lack in the thread is taken up by the ten ion 
of the hairspring. 

The pointer spindle ( ) is carried in two bearing which con ist of a bras bushing Cl'ewed 
into the alun1inum cro member (V) which is part of frame (K), and the bra s plate (W) 
crewe 1 to the frame eK). 

o lubrication of the instrumen t i nec ary itS the bearings have plenty of clearance, the 
hairspring taking care of any po sible back la h. Oil would, of cour e, tend to spoil the ru bber 
diaphragm. 

'1\vo static head uch a are shown in Figure 16 are mounted, one on each ide of the air
plane ax! , on an A- haped bracket which fit on the outboard forwarcl stru t of the airplane. 
The head itself consists of a three- ighth inch bras tube clo ed at the forward end with a stream 
line plua. 
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Twenty-four hole of olle thirty-second inch diameter are grouped in four rows around 
the circumference of the tube. The rows arc one-quarter inch apart and start 3 inches from 
the end of the tube, the air flow here being parallel to the ides of the tube. 

The rear of the tube is also plugged and a copper cone with its ba e aft furni hes directional 
stability, so that the tube tends to always head into the direction of the relative wind. 

The head is hinged at its center of gravity to a quare bronze shaft which pivots in the end 
of a bronze spindle attached to the bracket supporting the head, allowing through certain 
limits a universal joint action. 

Around the quare shaft and attached Lo Lhe head is secured a copper flange on which a 
flexible rubber tube i made fast extending down and around the supporting spinelie to a copper 
tube which tran mits the static pressure to Lhe gage on the in trument board. The rubber 
tube serves two purpose, providing a flexible connection holding the pivot in its place and 
carrying the pressure to the gage. 

The br.ackets holding the static heads are of triangular form, the copper transmission tube 
forming the lower ide, a steel tube the upper, and a brass strip parallel to the strut making 
up the base. Metal straps and addles hold the brackets in place on the stru ts . 

GERMA TURN INDICATOR. 

DREXLER AIRCRAFT TEERING GAGE. 

The Drexler aircraft steering gage is shown in Figure 17 and 1 It consi ts e sentially of 
an electrically driven gyro
scope connected with the 
pointer in uch a way that 
when a turn i made to the 
right the preee~sion of the 
gyro moves the pointer to the 
right of it zero position. im
ilarly, when a turn i made to 
the left, the pointer move to 
the left. 

An inclinometer, consist
ing of a glas t ube which con
tains a steel ball whose motion 
i damped by a liquid, is 
mounted on the face of the 

FIG . l7.- Drexler steering gauge·assem bly. 

instrument above the scale. The inclinometer i interconnected with the gyro cope in such a 
way that precession of the gJI'O may also tilt it. 

As ill the usual types of inclinometers, the ball is in the center of the tube when the plane 
is in lateral equilibrium. 

It is the claim of the manufacturer that "many flying machine , according to their con
struction, shOuld in turns not be inclinen at the actual angle corresponding to the theoretical 
deflection of a liqui.d or solid pendulum, which, when flying in curve, will adju t itself accord
ing to the resultant of the centrifugal force ann gravity ." 

Since, for all practical purposes, the proper angle of bank depend only on the peed hand 
radius of the turn, and not on the weight of type of airplane, the interconnection of the K 1'0 

and inclinometer is a needle s complication. 
Further information seems to indicate that the tiltin? of the inclinomeler with prece~ ion 

of the gyro wa intended to be u ed in training students. Thu , if a tudent tended always 
to underbank his machine, the inclinometer would be set to indicate a Ie s bank then actually 
was being made influencing the flyer to bank his plane still more. Thi could readily lead to 
dangerous positions, and its practice hould not b tolerated. 

o need or good reason for interconnecting the gyro cope and inclinometer can be een. 
However, mounting the inclinometer clo e to the Lurn indicator is of great advantage. 

42:30G- 2;5t--5 
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The gyroscope is a three-phase indu tion motor with short-circuited rotor, thc current 
being su pplied from a streamlined generator driven by a winumill in the air stream. 

The sensitivity is not adju table, hut the motion of the pointer j damped hydraulically, 
as described bclow. . 

A light j mounted in id the Cll e and d rives its clIn 111, from the motor circuit. 
The indicaLor itself stands with its bracket about Yz inches high and is of abouL thc same 

width. Its weight is Yz pounds. The generaLor weighs 5 M' pounds, making the total installa
tion weight with windmill and conllecting table ahout 15 %: pounds. 

Spring are provided in the bracket to absorb vibration . 
Modifications of thi turn indicator are made comhining in one unit all altimeter, an air 

speed meter, an inclinometer, and the turn indicator. The altimeter is of the usual aneroid 
type. 

The air speed meter, however, depeuds [or iLs inclicaLion on the Ilumber of revolutions 
made by the generator, and con ists of a frequen cy metC'l' of the vibratinO' reed type. As the 
air speed changes the rate of rotation of the generator windmill follows, and thus the frequency 
of the current driving the gyroscope changes with the. peed of the plane. The frequellcy meter 

FlG. IS.- Drexler steering gauge. 

i::; calibrated. in kilometers j}C'l' hour. Con iderable lag i Lo he expeeled ill a speed jndicator 
of this type. The frequency obtaincd in normal flight should be about 300 cyeles pel' second 
at the normal speed of the plane. 'I'hi is obtained by adjusting the pitch of the w"indmill 
blades or changing propellers until the rotat ional speed is about 4,500 re,olutions per minute. 

\Yh cn the generator is used merely to dTi e the turn indieator, jt may be mounied either 
in 'ide or outside tbe slip stream, but when used as speed indicator it should always be mouuted 
awn,)T from the cf1'cct of the slip tream. 

DEscnJPTION ot? TYPE 1m. 

The Lul'll i.ndicator me 'hani ' Jl1 shown in Figure 18 is inclosed in a ca8t alum inum (',asc (A) 
and 1 mounted in brackets (B ), also of cast aluminum. A system of tccI springs (C) tends 
to absorb small vibrations of the airplanl' . Four lugs with bolt holes are provided for eCUl'illg 
the instrument. The armored cable leading to the generator is rigidly fastened by a llU t (D) 
to the base, from which flexiblo wires run to the internal mechamsm. 

The case is carried on. trunn.ions (F ). A projecting fork (G) at the bottom engage a rod 
which acts as a pivot for the support holding the trmmions, thus preventing rotation of the case· 

A pressed aluminum over is screwed to a flange (H) at the rear of the case, 'while the front 
i::; cl08ed. by the glass held in place by an aluminum ring. The glass is packed by a tubular 
I'U 1>ber ga ' kct (J), which preycnt breakage by ,ibm Lion. 
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The case, with back and front covered, is pracLic'llly Light again I, the weaLher, although 
water could enLer if the instrument were submerged. 

The main element inside the case is Lhe gyroscope (1~), which is moun Led with its lL'{is 
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the plane in a frame (K) free to turn only ahout an tL.'{is 
parallel to Lhe transverse axi of the airplane. The angl through wh.ich t11i. rottttion or pr
eession can take place is limiLed to less than 10° by a steel stop (L) screwed 1,0 the frame. 

The gyro cope is Lhe rOLor of a three-pha e alternating current induction motor revolving 
about a stationary field. The rotor is mounted on two annular ball bearing upported by a 
fixed steel haft (M) through the hollow end of which pass the leads of the mOLor circuit. Two 
steel bu hings (N), which crew into the aluminum frame (K), hold the haft in position. Loek 
nuLs prevent the shaft from turning in the bushing. 

The gyro cope rotor (E) consists of a heavy steel rim (0) in which is e ured a copper ring 
concentric with it and next to the pole faces of the stator. 

Two metal disk, one on each ide, are screwed to the rim and hold iL in place. The outer 
lHtll races are mounted in the disks. All surfaces are finished and poli hed. 

The precession bearings (Q) consist of teel bushings in the gyro frame bearing on hardened 
pivots with ball and point ends. 

These pivots screw through the outer ca e and are held in po ition by lock nuts. 
The motor leads enter through the outer case at (R), pass wiLh a small n.mount of lack 

into a bras tube (8) screwed to the gyro frame which guide them to the hollow shaft (M) 
mentioned above. 

Leads from one of the pha es of the mo tor lines run to the primary coils of a small transformer 
(T) mounted in top of the case. The econdary coil of the transformer are connected through 
a small lamp bulb et in a recess below the gyro, supplying light on the scale and inclinometer 
tube. The lamp is reached through a small plate (U) screwed to the bottom of the ca e and is 
held in place between two spring contacts. A emicircular shaped piece of white translucent 
gla (V) i mounted directly in front of Lhe lamp. The turn indicator scale is painted on the 
!51a ,and consists merely of three ~ymbol dcnoLing Lhe center or zero and Lhe Lwo extreme, 
('ItCh side being divided into four ections by three round dot. 

Preccs ion of the gyro i tran mitted to the pointer through Lhe following mechanism: A 
vertical teel rod (W) connects the gyro frame to a y tern of diaphragms (X) which are mounted 
in the yoke (B'). A small steel plate Cl'ewed to B' at (L') has a slot which engages a hardened 
steel pin projecting from the pointer hub (M'). This pin i eccentric to the pointer bearings 
which are of the pivot type. Motion of the yoke (B') thus cau es a rotaLion of the pointer 
(A') , the whole mechani m being arranged in such a way that a turn to the right moves the 
pointer to t~e right. 

The diaphragms (X), which are ix in number, serve through their spring action as a cen
Lralizing device for the gyro cope. The system i supported on a hrass angle which i inserted 
l)etween the third and fourth cells and which is fixed to the back of the ca t aluminum plate 
(z,) . All six diaphragms are apparently filled with liquid, the three eli ks on each side of the 
support acting a re ervoirs connected together by a mall opening. When precession take 
place the liquid flow from one reservoir to another giving a damping action 'imilar to Lhl1t. 
of it dash pot. 

The frame (K) i po itioned on the rod (W) by two nuts each bearing on the frame through 
two springs (X) and hemispherical washers which fj t in to recesses. VVh n the nuts are prop
e1'1y adjusted the gyro frame is centered in tbe stop (L). In one model the pointer may be set 
to zei'o position by lateral adjustment of the precession bearing. In model K B I, the latesL 
available, the pointer i adjustable from outside the case by a screw which raise or lowers the 
diaphragm unit. 

An arm attached to the pointer is fitted with a vertical lot who e center is on the pivot 
axis . . A pin which holds the inclinometer bracket arm (e') in place fits in thi slot. When the 
pin is on the pivot axis no tilting of the inclinometer a mentioned above can Lake place. How
ever, with the pin rai ed or lowered in the slot the inclinometer hracket (D') , which is pivoted 
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to the brass slide CE ') at CF'), is forced to tilt one way or the other. The up-and-clown motion 
is produced by turning a screw CG') from above. The thru t of the screw i taken by a flange 
bearing in a r ecess in the case. A stud (J') on the lide which is held in place by two fiat steel 
springs CK') limits the vertical adjustment. Up or down motion of the slide (E' ) changes the 
position of the pin with respect to the axi of the pointer. The inclinometer (H') which is 
held to the bracket CD ') by two teel pring clips is a liquid-filled tube of glas , curved concave 
upward with a teel ball in i t . When the plane is in lateral equilibrium the ball should be in 
the center. The action is such that when the pin is above the center of rotation of the pointer 
the pilot must overbank the airplane to keep the ball in the center of the tube . 

o provision is made for oiling any of the bearings, but oil should be used sparingly on all 
contact surfaces and the ball bearings should be packed in ligh t grease or vaseline. 

Looking forward at the turn indicator, the gyro ro tates counter-clockwise at a speed of 
15,000 to 20,000 revolutions per minute. 

The instrument should be mounted with the axis of precession horizontal, as otherwise 
pitching of the plane will show as a turn. 

The wind-driven generator used for driving the turn indicator is of the three-phase rotating 
field type. The rotor, which is of rugged construction suitable for high speeds, consists of a 
cylindrical iron core coaxial with the shaft, surrounded by a ingle circular magnetizing coil. 
At each end of the coil is a four-armed iron spidel'. The eight arms of the spider extend over 
the coil and intermesh so as to form alternate poles of opposite sign. Surrounding the rotor is 
the laminated tator wound with 12 coils from which run the 3 wire contained in the flexible 
armored lead to the indicator. 

On the same shaft with the rotating field structure above described is the winding forming 
the armature of a direct-current generator which excites the field of the alternator. The field 
of the direct-current generator is bipolar and is carried on the same structure as the alternator 
stator. 

The shaft also carries the commutator of the exciter and two collector rings to take the 
diJ:ect current to the rotating field of the alternator. The current flows in series through the 
latter and through the field circuit of the exciter. 

The generator is driven under normal conditions about 4,500 revolutions per minute by a 
wooden fan or windmill whose pitch depends on the speed of the airplane. Generator speeds 
and voltages at variou air speeds are tabulated below for windmill of 300 and 400 millimeters 
pi tch. 

TEST DATA. 

Generator characteristics .- The generator speeds in revolutions per minute and voltages are 
tabulated for various air spee Is. Two propellers were used, o. 1 of 300 millimeter and o. 2 
of 400 millimeters pitch. The indicator was connected and running during the tests. On 
account of the rapid rate at which the voltage increased with the increasing air speed no tests 
were run at generator speeds over 5,000 revolutions per minute. 

1 ___ P-,I'O_P_CI_ICl_' N_ o-,. _l. __ I_ Propeller No.2. 

Ail' Genemtol' Voltage. I Air Generator Voltage. speed. speed . speed. speed . 

--------I --- -
12.7 1,000 -------n IS.6 1,000 2 
17.2 1,460 27.9 1, 60 6 
23.1 2,125 7 I 3S.5 2,625 12.5 
32.4 2,910 14 46.0 3, 190 17. 0 
38.4 3,405 20 51. l 3.450 2J.4 
41. 5 3,640 26 54.4 3,750 33.0 
42.6 3,700 2 58. l 3,990 53.0 
45.4 3, S75 48 58.3 4,050 69.0 
46. 3 3,960 62 60.4 4,225 
49.3 4,200 i3 63. 0 4,325 
51. 9 4,3 5 7 63.2 4,335 76.0 
53.9 4,525 64.7 4,460 S1. 5 

---- ---- -- ---- ---------------- 67.4 4,630 
---- ---- ---- ----- ---------- --- 69.1 4,760 96.5 
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A seen, the speed of the generator when driven by propeller 
greater for the same air speeds than when driven by propeller o. 2. 
ing to generator peeds of 5,000 revolutions per minute are 56 mile 
hour for propellers os. 1 and 2, respectively. 
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o. 1 i about 31 per cent 
The air peed corre pond
per hour and 73 miles per 

Oalibration of turn indicator.- Laboratory test howed that with a generator speed of 
3, 0 revolutions per minute the corresponding air speeds being 43.0 mile per hour for propeller 
No.1 and 56.5 mile per hour for propeller o. 2, a rate of turn of 0.027 revolution per minute 
gave a sensible deflection of the pointer. However, a rate of turn of 0.07 revolution pel' 
minute was l' quired to give a deflection sufficiently great for certainty of observation under 
practical conditions. 

The nece ary rate of turn for variou rate deflections are tabulated below. The generator 
was driven at a peed of 4,100 revolutions per minute, which corre pond to that obtained at 
60 mile per hour air speed. 

Per cent Complete turns (360°) scale 
deflection. per minute. 

0 0.027 (or less) 
25 0.51 
50 0.89 
i5 1.29 

I 100 1. 70 

Briefly, the air speed being 60 mile per hour, turn greater than 5.9 mile radiu are not 
indicated, and turns of 0.31, 0.1 , 0.12, and 0.094 mile radiu corre pond to pointer deflections 
of 25, 50, 75, and 100 per cent full scale, respectively. 

o te ts were made on the banking indicator. 

FLIGHT TESTS. 

Flight te t were made on the perry, Pioneer, R. A. E. , and Drexler turn indicators. 
The R. A. E. indicator has an unnec sarily large range of adju tment, that from point 

6 to 10, indu ive, being of little use, due to the small movement of the pointer and the high 
centralizing force. Points 5 to 0, inclusive, give ufficient adjustment for all purpo es. The 
Drexler has no sensitivity adju tment, but it damping action is such that it ini tial setting is 
sati factory for all types of aircraft. 

It was found desirable to mount the Venturi tube which drives the perry an 1 Pioneer in 
the slip tream of aircraft of low speed range, while on faster machines, mounting in the ai l' 
stream out of the propeller blast was satisfactory. 

The R. A. E. hould be mounted to get free air flow at the rotor, although the instrment 
functions when placed in disturbed flow behind a strut. 

The generator of the Drexler in trument hould be mounted out ide of the lip tream par
ticularly if it is al 0 to be used as a speed indicator. 

The Venturi-driven gyro copes may also be connected to the intak manifold of the engine 
do e to the intake port. This installation was tried on a Hi pano- uiza 1 0 hOI epower and 
on a Liberty 400-hol epower engine. No interference in the fun tioning of the engine at 
speeds over 600 revolution per minute was noticeable, although the Liberty at idling sp eds 
of 200- 300 revolutions per minute tended to fire irregularly in th three cylindeI affected. 
If tili installation is used a valve for do ing the tube to the instmment hould be pro,rjd d 
for u e in star ting. 

The degree of en itivity de irable 111S to depend more on the manceuv rability of the 
plane than on it size and weight. It is probabl that a turn indicator ati factory for a mall 
fast manceuvering cout will be ati factory for all other type . 

o 


